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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Of the types of networked systems, none are more difficult to manage, control, deploy,
test, and maintain than distributed, real-time and embedded (DRE) systems. DRE systems
are most often characterized as mission-critical applications executed in networked pro-
cesses across heterogeneous architectures under stringent timing requirements and scarce
resources. Though once typically only associated with avionics, manufacturing, and mil-
itary applications, DRE systems have grown to include any distributed application where
information must be delivered according to stringent quality-of-service needs despite scarce
resources [46, 48, 79].
In fact, the challenges of DRE systems manifest themselves in most networked appli-
cations ranging from simple client-server model applications to mobile ad hoc systems-
of-systems and large scale enterprise applications in a local area network or cloud. In a
client-server model application, the clients may only be interested in a server if it provides
a certain latency and liveliness requirement. A mobile ad-hoc network between unmanned
drones in Afghanistan may require network topologies that cater to high bandwidth video
feeds and low latency responses from operators near ground units or base stations. Simi-
larly, a cloud provider may agree to a service level agreement (SLA) with an application
developer that attempts to guarantee available resources operating within certain latency
requirements.
Network engineers can provide static deployments at design time tailored to measured
or expected latency, CPU, and memory availability on a target network, but the reality of a
network is that resource availability and quality-of-service changes as clients, services, and
users begin interacting [66]. The statically-assigned deployment during a design phase may
be woefully out of date at deployment or runtime. The software developers and network
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engineers are thus faced with a moving problem in DRE system deployment that may be
unsuited to static deployments due to changing availability of resources, quality-of-service
or even evolving SLA during peak and spike periods (e.g. the day of the Super Bowl for a
sports website).
Ideally, the distributed application should be self-aware of its own high level require-
ments for how the application should interact with its own entities, and the distributed
application should be able to dynamically respond to changes to the context of the system
in order to adhere to the objective of the DRE system. For instance, consider the situation
of soldiers carrying smartphones into a battlefield and capturing video of enemy combat-
ants setting up IEDs. The smart phones should self-organize into efficient routing networks
based on latency and quality-of-service workflows required of a routing network or at least
inform the soldiers of the best route of information from a soldier back to a commanding
officer. In order to self-organize, the DRE system needs to be aware of the environment
and then have the capacity to make dynamic decisions based on quality-of-service and
application-specific concerns.
Additionally, software developers are faced with the monumental task of validating
their DRE systems before they are deployed in the real world. In critical systems like the
software drivers of the first failed Mars Rover missions, a lack of adequate software tests
featuring fine-grained sequencing of tasks and applications according to real-world sce-
narios can result in signicant loss of property, money, or even human lives. Consequently,
along with latency- and resource-aware deployments, distributed regression testing of those
deployments is an extremely important problem in DRE systems, and this regression test-
ing requires the same need for a capacity to make dynamic decisions based on quality-of-
service and application-specific concerns in a way that is portable to most architectures.
To compound both the deployment and testing challenges for DRE systems, latency and
resource availability may change within a deployment throughout a test or real-world ap-
plication lifecycle. Consequently, even if a perfect deployment is found for a DRE system
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at design or system-startup, the quality-of-service could deteriorate over time to the point
that the deployment would be ineffective or faulty. For websites, this may result in break-
ing an SLA for a quick response time. For a flight controller program, such an ineffective
application could cause substantial loss of human lives, money, and property.
I.1 Overview of Research Challenges
In this section we list the research challenges that must be addressed in the context of
deployment and testing of DRE systems.
I.1.1 Monitoring and Responding to Environments in Continuous Real-time Sys-
tems
For DRE systems to dynamically respond to their environment according to quality-of-
service and application-specific concerns, they require powerful tools to quickly and effi-
ciently monitor and mutate environment information that can be readily viewable by other
entities in the network. Any solution in this area should be portable to most architectures,
feature fast latency for transmission of data, and also the ability to quickly translate and act
on new information. In computer systems, we usually call such a system a knowledge and
reasoning engine.
On top of having evaluation latencies in the milliseconds and even seconds, most ex-
isting knowledge and reasoning engines require expensive ontologies and do not support
location transparency between participating entries, which hinders cloud adoption. For ex-
ample, DRAGO [77] specifically uses TCP and HTTP for connection-oriented communica-
tions between each reasoning entity. The SOMEWHERE [2] project is built on P2PIS [1],
which creates a network of peer and variable mappings. DDL [6, 76] is similar to the other
technologies but also provides data aggregation and the specification of incoming and out-
going peer/variable mappings.
Effective and efficient knowledge dissemination and reasoning in distributed, real-time,
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and embedded (DRE) systems remains a hard problem due to the need for tight time con-
straints on evaluation of rules and scalability in dissemination of knowledge events. Lim-
itations in satisfying the tight timing properties stem from the fact that most knowledge
reasoning engines continue to be developed in managed languages like Java and Lisp (e.g.,
KaOS), which incur performance overhead in their interpreters due to wasted precious
clock cycles on managed features like garbage collection and indirection. Limitations in
scalable dissemination stem from the presence of ontologies and blocking network com-
munications involving connected reasoning agents.
Chapter II addresses the existing problems with timeliness and scalability in knowledge
reasoning and dissemination by presenting a C++-based knowledge reasoning solution that
operates over a distributed and anonymous publish/subscribe transport mechanism pro-
vided by the OMG’s Data Distribution Service (DDS). Experimental results evaluating the
performance of the C++-based reasoning solution illustrate microsecond-level evaluation
latencies, while the use of the DDS publish/subscribe transport illustrates significant scal-
ability in dissemination of knowledge events while also tolerating joining and leaving of
system entities.
I.1.2 Quality-of-Service-Enabled Distributed Mutual Exclusion
DRE systems need differentiated access to networked resources based on the criticality
and utility of individual participants in the deployed system. Centralized mutual exclusion
options like the master controller in the Google File System [27, 28, 63] offer fine-grained
control and differentiated service for resource acquisition, but these controllers are single
points-of-failure, do not scale well with large numbers of participants or requests, and suffer
throughput issues due to the controller being a bottleneck. Distributed mutual exclusion
algorithms like Maekawa [61] offer better scalability but less control and are generally
difficult to implement.
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Chapter III presents a distributed mutual exclusion algorithm called Prioritizable Adap-
tive Distributed Mutual Exclusion (PADME) that we designed to meet the need for differen-
tiated services between applications for file systems and other shared resources in a public
cloud. We analyze the fault tolerance and performance of PADME and show how it helps
cloud infrastructure providers expose differentiated, reliable services that scale. Results of
experiments with a prototype of PADME indicate that it supports service differentiation by
providing priority preference to cloud applications, while also ensuring high throughput.
I.1.3 Real-time Application Deployment and Execution
For deployment and testing of DRE systems, the system must be portable to diverse
heterogeneous architectures and able to work under a stringent deadline. Such a system
should be loaded with useful testing and deployment features for not only sequencing dis-
tributed application launches but also termination of errant processes and sequencing of
tests.
Automated deployment and testing of distributed, service-oriented applications, par-
ticularly mobile applications, is a hard problem due to challenges testers often must deal
with, such as (1) heterogeneous platforms, (2) difficulty in introducing additional resources
or backups of resources that fail during testing, and (3) lack of fine-grained control over
test sequencing. Depending on the testing infrastructure model, the testers may also be
required to fully define all the hosts involved in testing, be forced to loosely define test
execution, or may not be able to dynamically respond to application failures or changes in
hosts available for testing.
Most existing testing infrastructures feature a centralized approach [14, 17, 43, 82] that
provides sequenced, fine-grained deployment and testing execution, but these solutions do
not scale as well as a decentralized solution, are prone to single points-of-failure and bot-
tlenecks, and may not be able to mimic decentralized testing scenarios (e.g., when network
latency from the centralized controller increases due to congestion at that node and the
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controller is unable to service commands in time.). Examples of decentralized deployment
and testing infrastructure can be found [90], but these are fickle, lack full features, and are
limited to either only Linux machines or only Windows machines.
To address these challenges, Chapter IV describes an approach that combines portable
operating system libraries with knowledge and reasoning, which together leverage the best
features of centralized and decentralized testing infrastructures to support both heteroge-
neous systems and distributed control. A domain-specific modeling language is provided
that simplifies, visualizes, and aggregates test settings to aid developers in constructing rel-
evant, feature-rich tests. The models of the tests are subsequently mapped onto a portable
testing framework, which uses a distributed knowledge and reasoning engine to process and
disseminate testing events, successes, and failures. We validate the solution with automated
testing scenarios involving service-oriented smartphone-based applications.
I.1.4 Emergent Redeployment of Real-time Systems
Once a DRE system is deployed, the latency between important nodes in the DRE
system may have grown to the point where the system has become useless to users. To
meet quality-of-service needs, a redeployment may be required, and this action will require
meeting the new deployment constraints.
Other researchers [45, 80] handle detailed deployment resource constraints, such as
CPU, bandwidth availability, etc. This approach features a powerful, useful set of algo-
rithms for detailed planning, but the algorithms require users to estimate all usage (e.g.,
down to individual application timing using) with only monotonic functions, bandwidth
specified usage per link (which can be highly variable as the program runs), and CPU and
memory usage. Kichkaylo et. al. [45] described STRIPS-like planning routines to solve
the planning problem. Kee et. al. [80] introduce a novel selection and binding technique
based on hierarchical data using SQL queries. This prior research, however, does not allow
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specification of data flow and instead tries to optimize according to estimated bandwidth
usage.
In Chapter V, we present heuristics and genetic algorithms that we developed to ap-
proximate the subgraph isomorphic problem according to actual latencies for a distributed
application informed by a high-level workflow provided by a user. We also present tech-
niques for collecting and aggregegating latencies as well as a distributed voting system for
determining the redeployment.
I.2 Dissertation Organization
The remainder of this proposal outlines each of the above research challenges in more
detail and describes any advances made in addressing each research challenge and proposes
additional research to be completed for the dissertation. Chapter II outlines the creation of
a knowledge and reasoning engine for DRE systems. Chapter III introduces a distributed
mutual exclusion algorithm for DRE systems that features differentiated levels of service
and fault tolerance. Next, Chapter IV describes the efforts to create a portable deploy-
ment and testing infrastructure for DRE systems. Finally, Chapter V outlines our efforts
to approximate the subgraph isomorphic problem according to a high level workflow and
the challenges that still remain in applying this to DRE systems and incorporation into the
MADARA middleware, which already includes the knowledge and reasoning engine and
the portable deployment and testing infrastructure for DRE systems.
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CHAPTER II
MONITORING AND RESPONDING TO ENVIRONMENTS IN CONTINUOUS
REAL-TIME SYSTEMS
Effective and efficient knowledge dissemination and reasoning in distributed, real-time,
and embedded (DRE) systems remains a hard problem due to the need for tight time con-
straints on evaluation of rules and scalability in dissemination of knowledge events. Lim-
itations in satisfying the tight timing properties stem from the fact that most knowledge
reasoning engines continue to be developed in managed languages like Java and Lisp,
which incur performance overhead in their interpreters due to wasted precious clock cy-
cles on managed features like garbage collection and indirection. Limitations in scalable
dissemination stem from the presence of ontologies and blocking network communica-
tions involving connected reasoning agents. This paper addresses the existing problems
with timeliness and scalability in knowledge reasoning and dissemination by presenting
a C++-based knowledge reasoning solution that operates over a distributed and anony-
mous publish/subscribe transport mechanism provided by the OMG’s Data Distribution
Service (DDS). Experimental results evaluating the performance of the C++-based reason-
ing solution illustrate microsecond-level evaluation latencies, while the use of the DDS
publish/subscribe transport illustrates significant scalability in dissemination of knowledge
events while also tolerating joining and leaving of system entities.
II.1 Motivation
II.1.1 Overview of KaRL
Distributed, real-time and embedded systems (DRE) are characterized by scarce re-
sources and high demands on what is available. More often than not, DRE systems are
mission-critical systems where decisions on what to disseminate to other entities in the
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network must be done within hard deadlines (often in microseconds). Additionally, a de-
ployed DRE system may feature components or agents that are more important than other
entities participating in the network or at least have tighter deadlines. Systems that fea-
ture such configurable priorities, deadlines, and resource requirements per entity are often
called quality-of-service (QoS)-enabled systems.
There have been recent efforts to incorporate knowledge and reasoning into QoS-enabled
systems [56, 59], but these efforts are not aimed at mission-critical scenarios, they use pro-
prietary and minimal reasoning, and are implemented in managed languages like Java.
These systems are limited in their support to scale to thousands of systems, cannot meet
microsecond latency requirements, and are often developed simply as proof-of-concept
prototypes or theoretical ideas. Even highly optimized solutions [42] built on C++ engines
like RACERPRO operate in dozens of millisecond ranges.
Based on our extensive experience testing such DRE systems and the performance bot-
tlenecks observed in meeting the knowledge reasoning demands for mission-critical QoS-
enabled DRE systems, we surmise these limitations to stem from the following reasons:
(1) contemporary knowledge reasoning systems are often developed using managed lan-
guages in which garbage collection, just-in-time compilation, and other language features
tend to cause significantly high latencies during local reasoning operations – generally in
the dozens to hundreds of milliseconds when inserting new knowledge into the system (or
evaluating new rules); and (2) the dissemination of knowledge between knowledge reason-
ing peers in a network continues to rely on transports that do not offer quality-of-service
differentiation (e.g., UDP and TCP), require blocking communication, and do not scale
well to thousands of reasoning peers. Additionally, the current knowledge reasoning en-
gines that are available do not appear to have options for fault tolerance due both to node
failures and incorrect knowledge.
To address these issues, we have developed the Knowledge and Reasoning Language
Engine (KaRL Engine), which is an open-source knowledge reasoning and dissemination
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framework for DRE systems. The design and implementation of KaRL focuses on deliver-
ing (1) microsecond latency for knowledge rule evaluations, (2) low latency in knowledge
dissemination across a network, and (3) QoS mechanisms for fault tolerance, high priority
reasoning peers, and knowledge conflicts.
II.1.2 Challenges for KaRL
We use an example case study to elicit requirements for scalable and real-time knowl-
edge dissemination for DRE systems. Our case study shown in Figure II.1 comprises at
least ten components that have been deployed into a network (dozens could be deployed as
failover components, in case the primary component fails) and each of these components
has dependencies between each other that must be reasoned out before the component is
able to fully load. This is not an uncommon problem in DRE systems. One component
may require services already be started (like GPS systems, schedulers, etc.) before it may
execute its own logic which depend on those services being available in the network.
Each component in our case study has an init method that checks its deployment de-
pendencies and a run method that is executed after all dependencies have been met. The
run method will contain an arbitrary but important user program, and the init method may
contain user logic in between checking for our component’s dependencies being met and
signalling that our component is ready to service others.
II.1.3 Challenge 1: Microsecond latencies
Mission-critical services depend on this ten-component deployment, and timing is cru-
cial. Microsecond deadlines exist per component, and the entire deployment should take
milliseconds, including local reasoning and dissemination across the network.
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Figure II.1: Deployment plan of ten components with dependencies on each other
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II.1.4 Challenge 2: Flexible user-provided logics
The user needs to be able to insert logic in between the reasoning service validating
that the component’s requirements have been met, and informing other interested compo-
nents that this component’s services are now available (after the user startup logic has been
executed).
II.1.5 Challenge 3: Scalability and Failover
The solution should scale and be configurable to add new components, especially failover
components that can replace faulty mission-critical components in the network. Some com-
ponents are more mission-critical than others, and quality-of-service mechanisms should be
available for fine-grained reasoning and dissemination of knowledge support.
II.2 Solution
This section describes KaRL, which is our solution to provide a real-time and scal-
able, distributed knowledge reasoning and dissemination capability. Before we describe
the details of our solution we bring about the key requirements for such a capability in
Section II.1.
Our solution to meet these requirements can be broken into three main vectors of attack.
In Section II.2.1, we describe a highly optimized reasoning language and associated rea-
soning engine mechanisms that we developed to provide an intuitive abstraction to capture
and mutate knowledge for distributed real-time and embedded systems (Challenge 1 and 2).
In Section II.2.2, we describe our techniques for further optimization and scalability with a
high performance, QoS-enabled anonymous publish/subscribe transport (Challenge 1 and
3). Finally, in Section II.2.3, we describe the quality-of-service mechanisms like knowl-
edge quality and domains that address some key reasoning issues introduced in Challenge
3.
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II.2.1 Language and Reasoning Engine Mechanisms
Despite the stringent timing requirements of Challenge 1, we were also interested in
usability of the reasoning middleware. The Knowledge and Reasoning Language (KaRL)
looks and feels like a modern programming language and allows complex conditionals and
mutations to be constructed with multi-modal knowledge variables and constants. Support
is provided for programming in both a rule-based (e.g., condition => resulting knowledge)
and declarative rule programming (e.g., condition && resulting knowledge), and KaRL al-
lows for both local variables (knowledge that will not be disseminated but can be referenced
and mutated by the reasoning agent) and global variables (which will be dessiminated to
interested reasoning agents).
To evaluate KaRL, we provide several engine mechanisms exposed to C++ program-
mers via an object-oriented library of function calls. Several mechanisms are provided
that allow for accessing or mutating individual knowledge variables, interpretating KaRL
logics, and providing fine-grained debugging capabilities of global knowledge state from a
C++ executable or library. Each mechanism is atomically executed, i.e., no outside entities
may change the local knowledge state maintained by the KaRL reasoning engine while the
user program is calling these mechanisms, and the library is completely thread-safe. We
focus our discussions on the two chief mechanisms that are required to meet Challenge 2:
evaluate and wait.
The evaluate and wait mechanisms both compile the provided KaRL user logic into
an optimized format and then evaluate the resulting expression tree. The key difference
between the evaluate and wait mechanisms in the KaRL engine is that an evaluate call
evaluates the expression tree only once. In contrast to evaluate, the wait mechanism will
evaluate the expression tree until the result of the expression tree is non-zero (true). To
save precious microseconds on future evaluations, the expression tree is cached and future
evaluations or waits on the KaRL user logic will not be compiled again. At the end of an
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evaluate or wait call, the knowledge state mutations are aggregated into a knowledge event
that is ready to then be disseminated to all interested peer entities.
In a system with periodic nature that needs to run a KaRL logic repeatedly for an
extended period of time, the wait mechanism reduces computation overhead by limiting
the re-evaluation to only when changes have been made to the global knowledge state. If
the same logic is executed with an evaluate mechanism nested within a for loop, the logic
will be evaluated constantly, even if no change has been made. Consequently, wait should
always be preferred in a periodic system that synchronously waits until certain predicates
are met. Evaluate should be used when the results of the logic are not critical to the software
entity or there is other work that can be done while waiting for conditions or global state to
change.
We mention these distinctions because our motivating scenario requires both mecha-
nisms. The wait mechanism is inserted into the top of of the component’s init function,
e.g., component C5 requires components C2, C3, and C7 to be ready so it calls engine.wait
("C2.ready && C3.ready && C7.ready"). The user is then allowed to insert their own pro-
gramming logic for setting up the component services and subsequently calls the evaluate
mechanism with a global variable mutation to indicate that the service is ready, e.g., for
component C5, engine.evaluate ("C5.ready = 1").
After an evaluate or wait call has been made, a tuple of form S(K,V ) is created to
represent the changes to the local state. K is a vector of length n of all changed knowledge
variables and V is a vector of length n of the corresponding values, where Ki = Vi. With
the local state changes aggregated into a tuple form, we have the first major piece of the
knowledge event.
II.2.2 Dissemination of Knowledge in the KaRL engine
Once a knowledge tuple S has been formed via the KaRL language and reasoning
engine mechanisms outlined in Section II.2.1, the event is almost ready to be passed to
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Table II.1: Equation for updating an entity’s Lamport clock c
c =
{
c+1 if E(S,t,q) is a local event
max(c, t) if E(S,t,q) is a remote event
interested reasoning agents. In this section, we discuss the mechanisms and additional
information required to globally order the knowledge events as well as demonstrate how
the anonymous publish/subscribe paradigm is used to disseminate knowledge to entities
within a knowledge domain (a partition of the networking entities that might be interested
in knowledge from this entity).
The tuple S which represents changes to an entity’s local state is now augmented with
a Lamport clock time t [51] and a quality q, which is essentially the priority of the entity
to write knowledge to this variable and is explained in more detail in Section II.2.3. The
Lamport time mechanism requires each entity to keep a local counter for each variable
(referred to as Vt) in the knowledge base which represents the time stamp at which the
last update occurred to the knowledge variable. Additionally, an entity Lamport clock c is
maintained which is incremented only if the state is changed by a KaRL user logic via a
KaRL engine mechanism call on the local entity (in which case c = c+1) or a knowledge
event arrives which has a more recent Lamport clock time t, in which case c = t. To clarify
this process, we outline the equation for updating the entity clock (c) in Table II.1.
Before a knowledge event of form E(S, t,q) is constructed, the entity clock is updated
according to the equation in Table II.1 and then we set t = c. After this step is completed,
E(S, t,q) is formed and the knowledge event is finally ready to be disseminated across a
knowledge domain d. The domain can be set via the KaRL engine mechanisms to identify
partitions of the global knowledge space that the software entity is interested in.
To facilitate the scalable delivery of knowledge events to entities in the domain, we use
the OMG Data Distribution Service (DDS) [69]. Specifically, we provide a configurable
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transport for both OpenSplice Community Edition, an open source implementation of the
DDS standard, and RTI’s NDDS, a closed source option.
The anonymous publish/subscribe paradigm used by DDS fits our solution concept in
the following ways. First, DDS allows for us to be host and entity agnostic because it relies
on an anynomous paradigm, which enables a programming model that intrisically supports
fault tolerance (Challenge 3) because we are no longer tied to host/port information and
are instead interested in components publishing knowledge relevant to our interests. If a
sensor or actuator in a DRE system is tracking a globally recognized knowledge variable,
the value of the variable is essentially more important than where it came from.
Second, with the dynamic nature of DRE systems (e.g., failing and joining entities),
any solution that requires predetermined URI information for connecting ontologies and
variables is detrimental to a real-time mission critical system. Third, many of the features
of DDS can be directly mapped to our application domain of distributed knowledge and
reasoning, e.g., DDS domains, for the most part, directly map to our concept of knowl-
edge domains. Last, these transports have a history of scaling to thousands of components
and data dissemination latency in microseconds [69, 90]. Consequently, in order to meet
the scalability requirements in Challenge 3, we need to add very little overhead via local
reasoning services (preferably low microseconds to nanoseconds) to the low latency of the
DDS transport mechanisms (which are also in the microseconds on local area networks).
II.2.3 Quality-of-Service Mechanisms in KaRL
The knowledge event E(S, t,q) has a parameter q, the knowledge event quality, which
indicates the utility of the updates from this software entity, according to the KaRL logic
developer. When forming the q of the knowledge event E, the KaRL engine aggregates the
qualities of all variables in the knowledge event according to the following equation: q =
max(q,S.Vi). By allowing developers to set quality per knowledge variable or entity on each
entity, a KaRL logic developer can exert fine-grained control over the entity’s knowledge
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quality on a per-variable basis. This same mechanism also allows a developer to safely
deploy redundant components from our motivating scenario, the system will still function
properly, and preference may be given to a component running on the best hardware or one
which is running on top of the sensor that knowledge in the network is based on (e.g. the
component is running on a GPS sensor).
Quality always overrides the Lamport clock value to dictate global ordering (i.e. t is a
tiebreaker for q - not the other way around). This caveat means that regardless of how fast
a low quality sensor, actuator, component, etc. is publishing its knowledge events, a high
quality sensor’s data will always be preferred. We do provide an optional timeout quality-
of-service to allow for low quality knowledge events to eventually overwrite high quality
knowledge, if new updates by high quality knowledge publishers haven’t been received af-
ter some user-provided timeout interval. Wherever possible, we map our quality-of-service
parameters to the DDS transport under the hood without requiring the user to understand
DDS quality-of-service concepts.
If a knowledge variable has been updated via a remote knowledge event (i.e., either q
was greater than the quality attribute of the knowledge variable, the higher quality stored
knowledge has timed out, or t is greater than the time attribute of the stored knowledge
variable of the same quality q), then the time and quality attributes of the variable in the
local KaRL context are updated to reflect the q and t of the received E(S, t,q). Unless
overridden by the developer, all knowledge variables on a software entity start with a qual-
ity of 0 which is considered neutral. Negative quality values are considered defective or
lies, if the developer is considering Mechanism Design or untruthful agents as a reasoning
possibility, and positive quality values are considered trusted entity events in the KaRL
reasoning engine.
For readers familiar with the Data Distribution Service (DDS) [69] quality-of-service
features, it may appear at first glance that quality is covered by ownership strength of DDS,
but ownership strength is attached to the data writer entity and not a particular instance.
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Similarly, deadline or liveliness may appear to be equivalent to the quality timeout of our
solution approach, but neither is appropriate because they cannot be tied to our quality
attribute for a data instance. Consequently, quality and quality timeout are application spe-
cific quality-of-service attributes tied intimately into reasoning engines and our specific so-
lution approach, and we feel they are powerful quality-of-service additions to a distributed
reasoning engine in a real-time or mission critical system.
We should note that many of the quality-of-service feature concepts of DDS do not
directly map to our reasoning solution space. Consequently, many of our dissemination
needs required custom solutions, e.g., global ordering per instance with Lamport clocks,
knowledge quality, and timeouts on quality. Because our solution is independent of trans-
port used, DDS is not the only supported transport, and our future work will look into
alternative mechanisms. Transports can be added by extending the Transport interface and
implementing three of the methods: setup, send_data and send_multiassignment.
Figure II.2: KaRL Architecture
The resulting solution architecture is shown in Figure II.2. The Adaptive Communica-
tion Environment (ACE, project site at http://www.dre.vanderbilt.edu/ACE)
shown in the diagram is used by the KaRL engine whenever portable operating-system
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specific mechanisms are required (e.g. transient threads for receiving knowledge updates
while user application logic is being ran in the main thread of execution).
II.3 Results
This section empirically evaluates the KaRL reasoning engine to determine if it is
able to support the knowledge reasoning and dissemination requirements of DRE systems,
which include microsecond-level latencies for evaluating knowledge events, and scalability
to thousands of system entities. To that end, Section II.3.1 investigates the KaRL engine’s
throughput in interpreting logic. Section II.3.2 investigates the dissemination latency when
using Open Splice DDS as a transport.
Unless specified otherwise, all experiments were conducted on five IBM blades with
dual core Intel Xeon processors at 2.8 GHZ each and 1 GB of RAM running Fedora Core 10
Linux. The code was compiled with g++ with level 3 optimization, and each test featured a
real-time class to elevate OS scheduling priority to minimize jitter during the test runs. Each
test scenario was executed 20 times to form an average, and then the tests were repeated 10
times. The code for the test is available via the KaRL project site.
II.3.1 Knowledge Reasoning Latency
In this series of tests we create KaRL logics that test the KaRL engine’s ability to pro-
cess local knowledge without dissemination to test whether or not the engine can support
the timing properties (microsecond latencies) of DRE systems. These tests isolate the la-
tency of the KaRL engine from the network dissemination latency of the KaRL engine
and DDS transport, which are tested in the next section. The results help to identify the
strengths of KaRL to meet the performance requirements.
Although the performance of the KaRL engine in evaluating one knowledge rule is
a useful metric, we were also interested in timing information for how efficient KaRL is
in handling larger user logics. To test each of these scenarios, we constructed four total
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logics. The first is a simple reinforcement (++.var1) that is evaluated inside of a C++
for loop 1,000,000 times. The second is a predicate guarded reinforcement (predicate =>
++.var1 that is evaluated inside of a C++ for loop 1,000,000 times. These logics were then
expanded into KaRL logics that performed 10,000 simple reinforcements and predicate
guarded reinforcements that were evaluated in a C++ for loop 100 times. The results of
these experiments are shown in Table II.2.
Table II.2: Reasoning Engine Latency
Reinforcement 266 ns
Chained Reinforcement 169 ns
Guarded Reinforcement 269 ns
Chained Guard Reinforcement 196 ns
The results indicate that not only can our solution perform reasoning services within
microsecond deadlines, but the KaRL engine can perform reasoning services on larger user
logics in nanoseconds of time. The specific optimizations performed here that result in
larger user logics performing faster is removing the function call and compiled expression
tree lookup that is performed with every call to engine.wait or engine.evaluate as described
in Section II.2.1.
II.3.2 Dissemination Latencies in KaRL
In this series of tests we create a number of KaRL logics that generate knowledge
events and disseminate them across a local area network to interested reasoning peers using
OpenSplice DDS as the transport. We break down the latencies experienced as the logic
is compiled, evaluated, and disseminated. Our aim is to investigate how close KaRL is to
the native dissemination protocol, which is an indicator of how much overhead, if any, it
imposes on the dissemination and other latencies. To gauge these latencies, we construct
tag-along logics shown in Table II.3.
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Table II.3: Latency test setups
Process 1 Process 2
P0 == P1 => ++P0 P0 != P1 => P1 = P0
The two tag-along processes modify global knowledge variables and produce knowl-
edge events for dissemination. The first process changes P0 whenever P0 == P1. The
second process changes P1 whenever P1 ! = P0. Combined together with the engine.wait
mechanism, these KaRL logics create a continuous system that we can stop after a certain
number of logic evaluations. The logics are evaluated 5k, 25k, 50k, and 100k times and we
include the network latencies obtained via a ping utility to guage the latency added by the
KaRL engine and DDS dissemination transport.
Table II.4: Average Latency Results
5k 25k 50k 100k 500k
Ping 114 us 114 us 114 us 114 us 114 us
Dissem 650 us 440 us 437 us 315 us 317 us
Compile 55 us 55 us 55 us 55 us 55 us
Eval 3 us 2 us 3 us 3 us 3 us
The compilation time penalty is only paid once: the first time wait or evaluate
mechanism is called on the KaRL user logic. After the KaRL user logics are compiled
with the wait or evaluation mechanisms, the expression is cached, and compilation time
is reduced to the time it takes to lookup the KaRL logic in an STL map (part of the C++
standard library), which is a matter of nanoseconds on modern processors. Thus, after
compilation time is reduced to lookup time, total evaluation latency is linear to the number
of operations performed in the compiled expression tree.
Each dissemination latency average includes KaRL logic evaluation latency because in
the dissemination latency we are interested in the time it takes for a user-provided KaRL
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logic to be evaluated, and the changes propogated across the network and received by
interested entities. Though we compute dissemination latency with roundtrip times, we
present the one shot time in Table II.4 by dividing the average roundtrip time by 2, since
the roundtrip is the result of a knowledge event going to the subscriber and then returning
for 2 total events for a single latency calculation.
These experiments were repeated twenty times and the average latencies could deviate
by as many as 70 us. Our lowest average latency for 100k and 500k messages hovered at
240 us and our highest was 380 us. We also saw jitter of 30+ us in the ping tests. We believe
the majority of this jitter is being caused by operating system context switching due to I/O
operations required for dissemination. The last important note to make about DDS and
the dissemination latency is that this latency scales well to thousands of reasoning peers
because of its reliance on broadcast and multicast paradigms where available and flexible
asynchronous patterns underneath that even handle single-point communications efficiently
on multi-core systems [69, 90].
II.4 Related Work
Most existing knowledge and reasoning engines require ontologies and do not support
location transparency between participating entries. For example, DRAGO [77] specifi-
cally uses TCP and HTTP for connection-oriented communications between each reason-
ing entity. The SOMEWHERE [2] project is built on P2PIS [1], which creates a network
of peer and variable mappings. DDL [6, 76] is similar to the other technologies but also
provides data aggregation and the specification of incoming and outgoing peer/variable
mappings. All of these technologies require users to build mappings of variables from
local variables to other peers by their URIs, do not temporally order events, and do not
distinguish between important and unimportant events. In contrast, our solution does not
require such peer and variable mappings, it temporally orders events, is built for real-time
systems, and allows for priorities.
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Partition-based Reasonings, such as the High Performance Knowledge Base (HPKB) [3],
allow for variable mappings between logical partitions. The concept of logical partitions
is similar to our solution concept of knowledge domains, which separate the dissemination
space and reduce message complexity. The consequence finding algorithm employed in
the HPKB is, however, very specific to modal (i.e., boolean) logic and will result in con-
flicts when multiple sensors or actuators are modifying the same variable with different
values – an issue that occurs with multiple sensors informing listeners of target tracking or
temperature. Our solution to these issues involves quality and multi-modal logic, which is
described in Section II.2.
Policy management services, such as KAoS [81, 83], are built to work with seman-
tic web languages based on the Web Ontology Language (OWL) [37]. KAoS essentially
provides a policy reasoning engine which can be configured to work with the semantic
variable mappings provided by the OWL standard. Recently, this type of policy man-
agement service was integrated into the Quality-of-service Enabled Dissemination (QED)
project [56, 59], which also uses a publish/subscribe paradigm. However, the QED in-
frastructure was designed to disseminate user-provided data events and not knowledge and
reasoning information and does not globally order events.
Several content-based tools for publish/subscribe ontologies have been created includ-
ing OPS [87] and other Semantic Message Oriented Middleware [55, 70]. All of these tools
feature a content-based querying system that forces subscribers to subscribe to all topics,
which results in more messages than should be necessary. Additionally, these systems are
typically built to sustain latencies of 1-2 seconds for performing complex queries, pars-
ing complex types like graphs, or other types of semantic matching operations on content.
These technologies also do not try to enforce temporal consistency (ordering) of events or
event priorities between sensors, actuators, or software entities.
In contrast to these content-based pub/sub ontologies, KaRL allows for querying con-
tent through a wait mechanism within a specified domain to reduce message complexity
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and work within time constraints (microseconds) for real-time systems. Consequently, we
use matching on content after subjects (topics) have been matched. Additionally, we tem-
porally order events and allow for knowledge quality, to specify importance and priority,
which these technologies do not support.
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CHAPTER III
QUALITY-OF-SERVICE-ENABLED DISTRIBUTED MUTUAL EXCLUSION
Popular public cloud infrastructures tend to feature centralized mutual exclusion models
for distributed resources, such as file systems. The result of using such centralized solutions
in the Google File System (GFS), for instance, reduces scalability, increases latency, creates
a single point of failure, and tightly couples applications with the underlying services. In
addition to these quality-of-service (QoS) and design problems, the GFS methodology does
not support generic priority preference or pay-differentiated services for cloud applications,
which public cloud providers may require under heavy loads.
This paper presents a distributed mutual exclusion algorithm called Prioritizable Adap-
tive Distributed Mutual Exclusion (PADME) that we designed to meet the need for differen-
tiated services between applications for file systems and other shared resources in a public
cloud. We analyze the fault tolerance and performance of PADME and show how it helps
cloud infrastructure providers expose differentiated, reliable services that scale. Results of
experiments with a prototype of PADME indicate that it supports service differentiation by
providing priority preference to cloud applications, while also ensuring high throughput.
III.1 Motivation
III.1.1 Overview of PADME
Even enterprise-level applications have quality-of-service and differentiation needs. To
highlight the need for quality-of-service enabled distributed mutual exclusion—whether in
enterprise or DRE systems, we highlight known problems in a popular cloud file system.
The Google File System (GFS) was designed to support the sustained file throughput
capacities of the Google search engine [27, 28, 63]. GFS provides high throughput in
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a single cluster of thousands of computers, each servicing the Google search engine. Al-
though the GFS scaled well to hundreds of terabytes and a few million files in append-mode
(GFS does not support overwriting a file), other quality-of-service (QoS) properties (e.g.,
latency, throughput of small files—which is common in many applications, and differenta-
tion amongst applications) were not the focus of its initial design.
Scalability problems with GFS began appearing when the centralized master server was
forced to process tens of petabytes worth of data requests and appends [27]. As a short-
term solution, Google engineers used a centralized master server to manage a cell of the
overall cluster. Although this approach provided some fault tolerance against the single
master failing, some failures still occurred, and throughput and scalability suffered [63].
As Google grew, so did its list of services and applications. Since GFS focused on
throughput rather than latency and scalability, performance issues appeared with certain
applications, such as GMail, Youtube, and Hadoop [63]. Google’s temporary solution to
overcome this problem was the BigTable application, which was layered atop GFS and
packed small files into the large 64 MB file metadata that had been in place since their
Internet crawler was first deployed [27, 63].
For cloud applications (such as Youtube) that can be buffered, the latency of the GFS
system has mostly been acceptable. For applications with file accesses and writes on the
cloud, however, Google is looking into replacements for GFS that provide better QoS [63].
Deferring these changes can be costly for applications that have a GFS-like interface or
these applications face mounting integration issues.
Figure III.1 shows the scalability problems of a centralized server for reading and writ-
ing to a segregated file system. In this figure, the light-shaded lines represent the computa-
tional and bandwidth resources that are utilized and dark represents the wasted resources.
According to Google network engineers, the major bottlenecks of the GFS system include
the inability to provide native overwrite operations (GFS supports only append mode and
applications have to work around this), the 64 MB metadata for even small files, and the
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Figure III.1: GFS Centralized Master Controller
centralized master controller that every request and write goes through in each cluster
cell. The centralized master controller provides mutual exclusion for read-write operations,
garbage collection, and replication and persistence. Even with extra computing resources,
this controller reduces scalability and throughput, and significantly increases latency due
to queuing [63].
In addition to the latency bottleneck, reduced overall throughput, and lack of fault tol-
erance, GFS’s centralized architecture also treats all application requests equally. Applying
this system to cloud providers with scarce resources and steady client application deploy-
ments means there is no built-in differentiation between client priorities according to their
payscale or other factors.
Ideally, we’d like to utilize a decentralized architecture for file system access and muta-
tion similar to the one shown in III.2. As with Figure III.1, the decentralized algorithm still
has a certain amount of overhead (shown in dark) due to the replicas and clients working
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together and coming to a consensus. In contrast, however, the overall capacity of the decen-
tralized approach scales with the number of participating nodes, rather than being limited
by a single master controller.
Figure III.2: Scalability of a Decentralized Methodology
III.1.2 Challenges for PADME
III.1.3 Challenge 1: Avoid centralized bottlenecks
Any solution should avoid a centralized bottleneck, such as a master controller which
restricts file throughput, and increases latency due to queuing and limited bandwidth through
a single host.
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III.1.4 Challenge 2: Handle failures of nodes and applications
GFS requires that master controllers be manually reset by an engineer when they fail [63].
This is not an acceptable solution for most DRE system or enterprise application develop-
ers.
III.1.5 Challenge 3: Support aggregated priorities
A distributed mutual exclusion algorithm should be flexible to any user-specified prior-
ity, including those based on expected cost, payment, etc. of cloud applications.
III.1.6 Challenge 4: Provide differentiated levels of service
Not all applications and users are the same. High priority applications and users should
have lower latency and higher throughput when resources are scarce. No other distributed
mutual exclusion algorithms appear to do this explicitly.
III.2 Distributed Mutual Exclusion in Public Clouds
This section presents an algorithm called Prioritizable Adaptive Distributed Mutual
Exclusion (PADME) that we developed to meet the cloud file system challenges described
in Section III.1. The PADME algorithm performs two main operations:
1. It maintains a spanning tree of the participants (e.g., applications, customers, or any-
thing that wants access to the file system) in the network. The spanning tree is based
upon the customer or application priorities and the root of the spanning tree will be
the highest priority entity in the system. Depending on the network topology and
customer demands this root can and will change during runtime operations.
2. It enforces mutual exclusion according to user-specified models and preferences for
messaging behavior. The models supported by the PADME algorithm include pri-
ority differentiation and special privileges for intermediate nodes in the spanning
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tree (intermediate nodes are nodes between requesting nodes). Each model may be
changed during runtime if required by the cloud provider, applications, or users.
Below we describe the PADME algorithm and show how it can be implemented effi-
ciently in cloud middleware platforms or cloud applications, wherever the distributed mu-
tual exclusion is appropriate.
III.2.1 Building the Logical Spanning Tree
PADME builds a logical spanning tree by informing a cloud participant (e.g., an appli-
cation that is using the cloud infrastructure to manage the file system) of its parent. Under
ideal circumstances, all the spanning tree construction should be performed in the cloud
infrastructure without affecting user applications.
A participant need not be informed of its children as they will eventually try to contact
their parent, establishing connections on-demand. PADME uses this same mechanism to
reorder the tree when optimizing certain high priority participants. Each participant is
responsible for reconnecting to its parent through the cloud API, middleware, or however
the cloud offers file system services.
To establish which parent to connect to, PADME’s joining process multicasts its priority
and waits for responses during a (configurable) timeout period. The closest priority above
the joining process becomes the parent. The process can arbitrarily connect to a different
parent later, in which case the parent will need to remove pending requests from the child.
This step can be postponed until the file access permission returns to this node for the
specific requester to eliminate the need for a parent to care about children moving to other
parents. If the connection no longer exists the token is sent back up to higher priority
processes in the logical spanning tree of cloud participants.
Cloud middleware developers could decide to let each cluster form its own priority-
based spanning tree and connect roots of each tree to form the cloud file system mutual
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exclusion tree. The PADME algorithm presented in Section III.2.2 will work with any span-
ning tree as long as connected nodes can communicate. Section III.2.3.2 covers PADME’s
fault tolerance support. Figure III.3 shows the construction of such a spanning tree out of
priority information.
Figure III.3: Building a Balanced Spanning Tree
In this case, the tree is balanced, though it need not be. During runtime, an application
or user may add or remove a participant, rename participants, or conduct other such oper-
ations to organize the intended tree and dynamically respond to changes in request load or
priority changes.
PADME’s tree building phase requires updating affected participants with parent infor-
mation (i.e., informing them of the direction of the logical root of the tree). The messaging
overhead of maintaining a logical spanning tree is not included in our algorithm details
because cloud providers can simply build a spanning tree once manually if desired. For
example, the cloud provider may know that the application deployments are static, or the
provider is anticipating a specific scenario like spikes of file access during a major sporting
event and wants to give preference to this activity during the championship match.
Even in statically assigned spanning trees, higher priority cloud participants should be
pushed towards the root to give them preferential service. The logical token will be passed
back to the root of the tree before continuing on to the next participant in our algorithm.
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Participants at higher levels of the tree experience lower message complexity, faster syn-
chronization delay, better throughput, and even higher QoS for the target system and a
preference for high priority customers, as shown in Section III.2.3.
III.2.2 Models and Algorithm for Distributed Mutual Exclusion
Before accounting for faults, PADME requires just three types of messages: Request,
Reply, and Release. A Request message is made by a participant that wants to acquire
a shared resource, such as cloud file system access. A Request message traverses up the
spanning tree from the participant node to the root via its parent and ancestor nodes. A
Reply message is generated by the root after access to the resource is granted. The Reply
message traverses from the root to the requesting participant node. The Release message
traverses up the tree from the node that holds the shared resource towards the root once
the node is ready to release the resource. The interaction of these messages is shown in
Figure III.4.
Figure III.4: PADME Messages for Mutual Exclusion
PADME supports four models (Priority Model, Request Model, Reply Model, and Re-
lease model) that describe the semantics of actions performed by any participant in the
spanning tree that receives one of the three types of messages, as well as QoS differen-
tiation that must be supported. The latter three models are named according to whether
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an intermediate participant can enter its own critical section, i.e., exclusive access to the
cloud’s distributed file system resource, upon receipt of the message type. These models
stem from our approach to distributed mutual exclusion and optimizations that allow shorter
synchronization delay between critical section entries and improved QoS via user-specified
requirements to middleware.
The configurations of the Request, Reply, and Release models may be changed at run-
time to yield different QoS, including
• Higher critical section throughput – i.e., the number of file accesses possible to the
cloud’s distributed file system,
• Changes in fairness – e.g., going from preferring higher priority participants to giv-
ing everyone a chance at the critical section – a requirement of our motivating sce-
nario in Section III.1,
• Fewer priority inversions – i.e., alleviating the situation where a low priority par-
ticipant gets a critical section entry before a high priority participant, even though a
critical section request from a higher priority participant exists, and
• Lower average message complexity – i.e., fewer messages being required per criti-
cal section entry.
These four models are described below and each are integral components in the algorithm
that may be tweaked to affect performance, usually at the cost of possible priority inver-
sions.
III.2.2.1 Request Models
PADME provides two Request Models: Forward and Replace. The Forward Request
Model requires a parent to immediately forward all requests to its own parent. The Replace
Request Model requires a parent to maintain a priority queue of child requests, which
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should have the same Priority Model as the root participant. Under the Replace Request
Model, a node only sends a Request to its parent if there are no Request messages in its
priority queue, or if the new Request is of higher priority than the last one that was sent.
The Replace Request Model is slightly harder to implement, but it results in messages only
being sent when appropriate and may alleviate strain on the root node. It also will result in
less message resends if a parent node fails.
III.2.2.2 Reply Models
PADME provides two Reply Models: Forward and Use. The Forward Reply Model
requires a parent to immediately forward a reply to its child without entering its own critical
section, regardless of whether or not it has a request pending. The Use Reply Model allows
a parent Pc to enter its critical section upon receiving a Reply message from its parent Pp,
if Pc currently has a Request message outstanding.
III.2.2.3 Release Models
PADME provides two Release Models: Forward and Use. The Forward Release Model
requires a participant to immediately forward a Release message to its parent without enter-
ing its own critical section, regardless of whether it has a request pending. The Use Release
Model allows a participant to enter its critical section when it receives a Release message
from one of its children, if the participant has an outstanding Request pending.
When applying the Use model, the participant must append its identifier onto the Re-
lease message if it entered its critical section (as shown in Figure III.5, where each partici-
pant
appends their release information to their parents when the critical sections have already
been entered), which may result in a Release message containing multiple instances of the
participant identifier. Consequently, appropriate data structures should be used to allow
for these duplicates (e.g., multisets). These duplicates enable proper bookkeeping along
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Figure III.5: Appending Identifier to Release Message
the token path since up to two Request messages may require removal from each affected
priority queue.
III.2.2.4 Priority Models
PADME provides two Priority Models: Level and Fair. The Level Priority Model
means that one Request of the tuple form Request < Im,Pm,Cm > should be serviced before
Request < In,Pn,Cn > if Pm < Pn. Px stands for the priority of the participant identified by
Ix, and Cx refers to the request id or clock. If a tie occurs, the clocks Cx are compared first
and then the identifiers. This ordering does not guarantee the absence of priority inversions,
and priority inversions may happen when the token is in play (walking up or down the tree).
The Fair Priority Model means that one Request of the form Request < Im,Pm,Cm >
should be serviced before Request < In,Pn,Cn > if Cm < Cn. Upon a tie, the priority
levels are compared, followed by the identifiers. The Fair Priority Model will result in
all participants eventually being allowed into a critical section (assuming bounded critical
section time and finite time message delivery), whereas the Level Priority Model makes no
such guarantees.
III.2.2.5 Overview of PADME’s Mutual Exclusion Algorithm
When a participant needs to enter its critical section (e.g. an agent is requesting exclu-
sive access for writing to a cloud file system), it sends a Request message to its parent, who
then forwards this Request up to its parent, until eventually reaching the root node. The
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Request message is a tuple of the form Request < I,P,C,D >, where I is the identifier of
the requesting participant, P is the priority level (level), C is a timer or request id, and D is
a user data structure that indicates the shared resource id (e.g., the name of the file that will
be accessed in the cloud file system) and any other data relevant to business logic. There is
no reason that any of these variables be limited only to integers. For more information on
the election of cloud entity and volume identifiers that may be useful for a cloud file system
implementation, please see the Renaming Problem [49].
The choice of a timer mechanism (also known as a request id) may result in varying
ramifications on the Fair Priority Model, discussed in Section III.2.3. A timer should be
updated (1) only when sending a Request or (2) any time a Request, Reply, or Release mes-
sage with the highest time that of the agent who is receiving message or the time indicated
in the message sent. The latter method will result in time synchronization across agents
which can be helpful in synchronizing fairness in late joining agents or when switching
from Level Priority Model to Fair Priority Model. Resending a Request does not increase
the local request count. A Request may be resent if the parent participant faults or dies to
ensure that a Request is serviced eventually by the root.
The root participant decides which Request to service according to a priority mecha-
nism. After determining who gets to enter their critical section next, a Reply message is
sent of the form Reply < I,C > or < I,C,D > where I is once again the identifier of the re-
questing participant, C is the count of the Request, and D is an optional parameter that may
indicate business logic information, e.g., the name of the file to be overwritten. Once a Re-
ply message reaches the intended requesting participant, the requesting participant enters
its critical section.
Upon exiting the critical section, the requesting participant must send a Release mes-
sage to its parent participant, who forwards this Release message to its parent until the
root receives the message. Release messages have the form Release < I0, I1, . . . In > or
< I0,D0, I1,D1, . . . In,Dn > where I0, I1, . . . In is a list of participant identifiers that used
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their critical section along this token path, and D0,D1, . . . Dn is a parameter that may indi-
cate business logic information e.g., the frequency that is being released. The root partici-
pant and any participant along the token path should remove the first entry of each identifier
in< I0, I1, . . . In > before forwarding the Release to its parent for proper bookkeeping.
III.2.3 QoS Properties of the PADME Algorithm
PADME’s Request, Reply, Release, and Priority Models described in Section III.2.2
are orthogonal and may be interchanged by the user to accomplish different QoS, higher
fault tolerance, reduced message complexity at key contention points, or critical section
throughput during runtime. Each combination has certain QoS properties that may fit an
application’s needs better than the others, e.g., each has certain synchronization delay char-
acteristics, throughput, and even message complexity differences during fault tolerance.
To simplify understanding of the different combinations of these models, we created a sys-
tem of model combinations that we call Request-Grant-Release settings that codify these
combinations.
III.2.3.1 Non-fault Tolerance Case
PADME’s most robust Request-Reply-Release setting is the Replace-Use-Use model,
which corresponds to the Replace Request Model, Use Reply Model, and Use Release
Model. The Replace-Use-Use setting requires each participant to keep a priority queue
for child Requests (described further in Section III.2.2), but its primary purpose is to limit
the number of message resends during participant failures or general faults to only the
most important Requests in the queue. Replace-Use-Use is consequently very useful when
reducing the number of messages in the network is a high priority.
PADME’s Use Reply Model of the Replace-Use-Use combination allows a participant
to enter its critical section before forwarding on a Reply message to an appropriate child.
The Use Release Model allows a similar mechanism in the opposite direction, on the way
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back to root. Both of these use models work well in conjunction with the Fair Prior-
ity Model to not only decrease synchronization delay (and thus increase critical section
throughput) but also favor higher priority participants, as those higher priority participants
will be closer to root and may have up to two chances of entering a critical section along a
token path from root to a requestor and back to root.
Even when the Forward-Forward-Forward combination is used, the higher priority par-
ticipants closer to root will still have lower message complexity and lower average synchro-
nization delay than lower priority participants (e.g., leaf nodes). This results from the token
path being longer from the leaf nodes to root. Consequently, placing frequently requesting
participants closer to the root node in the logical routing network can result in increased
performance (Section III.2.3 analyzes message complexity and synchronization delay).
All of PADME’s Fair Priority Model-based settings inherently may lead to priority
inversions. PADME’s Level Priority Model by itself, however, does not eliminate priority
inversions. To eliminate priority inversions from occuring in PADME, the Level Priority
Model must be used in combination with *-Forward-Forward.
If the settings contain Use Models for either the Reply or Release Models when the
virtual token progresses towards an entity, it is possible that a higher priority request may
be delayed at the root node that arrived after permission was granted to a lower priority
entity. In practice, completely eliminating priority inversions is typically not as important
as throughput. Settings that enable the Use Model for both Reply and Release models
therefore have much higher throughput proportional to the depth of the spanning tree.
III.2.3.2 Fault Tolerance Case
There are several options for fault tolerance that can be supported by PADME, but we
focus on the most straightforward to implement and still be robust to failures. We use
a classic approach called a Byzantine view change [9] whenever a root node faults (i.e.,
becomes unavailable). A Byzantine view change is a type of consensus that requires a
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majority agreement for electing a primary node. A Byzantine view change would always
occur after the initial deployment to elect the defacto root node—the one specified in the
deployment. Since only one node should have no parents upon deployment (the initial root
node), this election is straight forward and there will only be one candidate. Doing this at
the beginning simplifies the fault tolerant scenarios that must be handled.
The only other time a Byzantine view change would be initiated would be when a non-
root participant detects that its parent is unresponsive, attempts to connect to a new parent
using the protocol discussed in Section III.2.1, and receives no response from a higher
priority entity. This can be induced by an administrator if faulty performance is detected or
priority on a particular node has been elevated higher than the previous root, but generally,
this situation occurs when a child participant believes it may be root. If there really is
a need for a new root, an election takes place based on the importance of the available
candidates, and the one with the highest priority gets pushed up to the root of the logical
token network.
Upon electing a new root node, the children of former root push all pending requests
up to the new root, and the system resumes operation. When a token is believed to be lost
by the root node, e.g., after a configurable timeout based on a query of the participants for
any outstanding tokens, a new token is generated.
If the root did not die—but believes a token has been lost—it can either multicast a
query for the outstanding tokens and regenerate, or it can use targeted messages along the
path the token took. In the latter case, the token will either pass normally with a release
message or the root will have to regenerate a token. This process is shown in Figure III.6.
The root participant knows it sent a permission token to D and that it went through child
B to get there. There is no reason to send a recovery message to anyone other than B and
let it percolate down to D unless multicast or broadcast is being used and the operation is
inexpensive for the network.
Any time a parent connection is lost, the orphaned child establishes a new parent with
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Figure III.6: Targeted Recovery of an Outstanding Token
the protocol outlined in Section III.2.1 and resends all pending requests from itself and its
children.
III.3 Results
This section evaluates results from experiments conducted on a simulated message-
oriented prototype of the PADME algorithm over shared memory. We simulate critical
section time (the time a participant uses its critical section), message transmission time be-
tween participants (the time it takes to send a Request, Reply, or Release message between
neighboring cloud participants in the spanning tree), and critical section request frequency
(how often a participant will request a critical section if it is not already in a critical section
or blocking on a request for a critical section). Our experiments focus on the following
goals:
1. Quantifying the degree of QoS differentiation. The goal of these experiments
is to gauge whether or not the PADME algorithm provides QoS differentiation for
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participants in a public cloud (see Section III.1) and whether or not the Request-
Reply-Release models described in Section III.2.2 have any tangible effects on QoS
differentiation and throughput. Our hypothesis is that the PADME algorithm will
provide significant differentiation based on proximity to the root participant.
2. Measuring critical section throughput. The goal of these experiments is to mea-
sure the critical section throughput of the PADME algorithm. Our hypothesis is that
the PADME algorithm will provide nearly optimal critical section throughput for
a distributed system, which is the situation where synchronization delay is tm—the
time it takes to deliver one message to another participant.
We created a simulator that allowed us to configure the Priority, Reply, and Release
Models for several runs of 360 seconds. The experiments ran on a 2.16 GHZ Intel Core
Duo 32 bit processor system with 4 GB RAM. The experiments were conducted on a com-
plete binary tree with seven participants and a depth of 3 on a simulated network of seven
participants: one high importance, two medium importance, and four low importance.
III.3.1 Quantifying the Degree of QoS Differentiation
The QoS Differentiation experiments quantified the ability of the PADME algorithm to
differentiate between cloud customers and applications based on their priority—a derived
metric that may directly correlate to money paid by the users of the system or a service’s
importance in serving cloud customers. We present the results as they relate to algorithm
configurations and the tradeoffs between reducing priority inversions and increasing file
access throughput.
III.3.1.1 Setup
Two experiments are presented here. The first has a message transmit time of 1 sec and
a critical section entry time of 1 sec. The second experiment has a transmit time (tm) of 0.5
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sec and a critical section entry time of 1 sec. The latter experiment more accurately emu-
lates network and Internet traffic since transmit time is rarely 1 sec. We use a convention of
referencing models as Priority-Request-Reply-Release when describing PADME settings
for brevity.
Figure III.7: Priority Differentiation with CS time of 1s and Message latency of 1ms
Our PADME prototype does not yet include the Replace Request Model, so no config-
urations with the Replace Request Model are included in this section. We expect, however,
that throughput and latency for this model should be identical to the Forward Request
Model.
III.3.1.2 Analysis of Results
Figure III.8 and Figure III.7 outline the results for this test. The root participant had
high priority, the participants on the second level had medium priority, and the leaf nodes
on the third level had low priority.
In the analysis below we reference the PADME model configurations as Priority-Request-
Reply-Release for brevity. Differentiation increases under certain models as the message
time is decreased. This result appears to occur in Fair-Forward-Forward-Use, but is likely
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Figure III.8: Priority Differentiation with CS time of 0.5s and Message latency of 0.5ms
true of Forward-Use-Forward. Of the Request-Reply-Release combinations that appear to
show the best differentiation amongst priority levels, those with Level Priority Model dif-
ferentiate the best. Those with any type of Level Priority Model differentiate according to
priority levels, which makes sense.
More interesting, however, is how the Fair-Forward-Use-Use, Fair-Forward-Forward-
Use, and Fair-Forward-Use-Forward model combinations allow for better QoS in compar-
ison to Fair-Forward-Forward-Forward. Although we are being fair in priority policy, this
policy shows favoritism to the lower priority levels, which have more participants, and con-
sequently get more critical section entries under a fair priority policy. Forward-Use-Use,
Forward-Forward-Use, and Forward-Use-Forward offset these policy decisions by allow-
ing critical section entries as the Reply and Release messages pass through participants, to
allow for higher critical section entries than would have been possible with the more intu-
itive Forward-Forward-Forward. If we increased the number of high priority and medium
priority participants, we would have even better differentiation during Fair Priority Policy
because less time is spent in pure overhead states where the token is percolating back up
the tree and not being used.
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III.3.2 Measuring Critical Section Throughput
Differentiation can be useful, but if the system becomes so bogged down with messag-
ing or algorithm overhead that file system or other shared resource throughput is greatly
reduced, then no real benefits are available in the system. The experiments in this sec-
tion guage the performance of the PADME algorithm in delivering file system access to
customers, cloud applications, or persistent services.
III.3.2.1 Setup
Two experiments are presented here. The first experiment sets the message transmis-
sion time (tm) to 1 ms, critical section usage time to 1 s, and we generate a new request
once every 1 ms (when not using or blocking on a critical section request). The second
experiment has a fast message transmission time of 0.5 ms (i.e., more in line with a local
area network transmit for a cluster within a cloud) and generates a new request every 0.5
ms (unless blocking on or using a critical section).
Our PADME prototype does not yet include the Replace Request Model, so no config-
urations with the Replace Request Model are included in this section. We expect, however,
that throughput and latency for this model should be identical to the Forward Request
Model.
III.3.2.2 Analysis of Results
Figure III.9 and III.10 show the results for these tests. These results are above our
proposed theoretical max where synchronization delay = tm, because participants are able
to enter their critical sections (e.g., access a file) both on a release and reply using the Use
models.
Each model equals or outperforms a centralized solution. A centralized solution would
have required a critical section entry (1 sec) plus two message transmissions—Release (1
sec) and Reply (1 sec)—per access resulting in only 120 critical section entries in a 360s
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Figure III.9: Throughput with CS time of 1s and Message latency of 1ms
test. The only configuration that performs worse than this one is the Fair-Forward-Forward-
Forward combination. A centralized solution would have required a critical section entry
(1 sec) plus two message transmissions—Release (0.5 sec) and Reply (0.5 sec)—per access
resulting in just 170 critical section entries in a 360 sec test. Every model outperforms or
equals a centralized solution in this scenario.
Some settings of the Priority-Request-Reply-Release models allow for the root partic-
ipant (the highest priority participant) and medium priority participants to enter a critical
section twice upon Reply or Release messages. This feature causes an additional critical
section entry being possible during Use-Release with a synchronization delay = 0. This
result occurs when a new request occurs in cloud applications on the root during or just
after the root participant is servicing a separate request.
III.4 Related Work
This section compares our work on PADME with key types of mutual exclusion solu-
tions in networks, grids, and clouds. We begin with discussions on central token authorities
and end with descriptions of distributed techniques in clouds.
A basic form of mutual exclusion is a central authority that delegates resources based
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Figure III.10: Throughput with CS time of 0.5s and Message latency of 0.5ms
on priority or clock-based mechanisms. When a participant needs a shared resource, it
sends a request with a priority or local timestamp to this central authority, and the central
authority will queue up requests and service them according to some fairness or priority-
based scheme. The Google File System (GFS) [27] uses such central authorities (called
masters) and has tried to address these issues by creating a master per cell (i.e., cluster).
The GFS approach only masks the problems with the centralized model, however, and has
a history of scaling problems [63].
The Lithium file system [32] uses a fork-consistency model with partial ordering and
access tokens to synchronize writes to file meta data. These access tokens require a primary
replica (centralized token generator) to control a branching system for volume ownership.
Recovery of access tokens when primary replicas die requires a Byzantine view change of
O(n) messages before another access token can be generated, and this can be initiated by
almost anyone. In PADME, the view change should only be requested by someone along
the token path. When the root node dies with a token still in it, the immediate children
of the root would be in the token path and could request a view change. If there are no
pending writes or reads, no change may even be necessary, and the root could resolve its
fault and continue operations.
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Distributed mutual exclusion algorithms have been presented throughout the past five
decades and have included token and message passing paridigms. Among the more widely
studied early distributed algorithms are Lamport [52] and Ricart-Agrawala [72], which
both require O(n2) messages, and Singhal [78], which uses hotspots and inquire lists to
localize mutual exclusion access to processes that frequently enter critical sections. These
algorithms are not applicable to cloud computing, where faults are expected. Singhal’s
algorithm also does not differentiate between priorities since it prefers frequent accessors
(which might be free or reduced-payment deployments).
Message complexity has been further reduced via quorum-based approaches. In quorum-
based approaches, no central authority exists and the application programmer is responsible
for creating sets of participants that must be requested and approved for the critical section
to be granted. For the Maekawa quorum scheme to function [61], each set must overlap
each other set or it will be possible for multiple participants to be granted a critical section at
the same time. If the sets are constructed correctly, each participant has a different quorum
set to get permission from, and mutual exclusion is guaranteed. The problem is automat-
able and involves finding the finite projection plane of N points, but suffers performance
and starvation problems (potentially of high priority participant) with faults.
More recently, a distributed mutual exclusion algorithm was presented by Cao et. al. [8].
This algorithm requires consensus voting and has a message complexity of O(n) for normal
operation (i.e., no faults). In contrast, our PADME algorithm requires O(d) where d is tree
depth—O(logbn) where b is the branching factor of the spanning tree discussed in Section
III.3. The Cao et. al. algorithm also appears to require a fully connected graph to achieve
consensus, and does not support configurable settings for emulating many of PADME’s
QoS modes (such as low response time for high priority participants).
Housni and Trehel [38] presented a grid-specialized token-based distributed mutual ex-
clusion technique that forms logical roots in local cluster trees, which connect to other
clusters via routers. Each router maintains a global request queue to try to solve priority
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conflicts. Bertier et. al. [5] improved upon Housni and Trehel’s work by moving the root
within local clusters according to the last critical section entry. This improvement, how-
ever, could result in additional overhead from competing hot spots, where two or more
processes constantly compete for critical sections. Both algorithms treat all nodes and ac-
cesses as equals and are susceptible to the problems in Singhal [78] and consequently are
non-trivial to implement for a public cloud where paying customers should have differen-
tiation. Moreover, tokens can become trapped in a cluster indefinitely.
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CHAPTER IV
REAL-TIME APPLICATION DEPLOYMENT AND EXECUTION
Automated testing of distributed, service-oriented applications, particularly mobile ap-
plications, is a hard problem due to challenges testers often must deal with, such as (1)
heterogeneous platforms, (2) difficulty in introducing additional resources or backups of
resources that fail during testing, and (3) lack of fine-grained control over test sequencing.
Depending on the testing infrastructure model, the testers may also be required to fully
define all the hosts involved in testing, be forced to loosely define test execution, or may
not be able to dynamically respond to application failures or changes in hosts available
for testing. To address these challenges, this paper describes an approach that combines
portable operating system libraries with knowledge and reasoning, which together lever-
age the best features of centralized and decentralized testing infrastructures to support both
heterogeneous systems and distributed control.
A domain-specific modeling language is provided that simplifies, visualizes, and aggre-
gates test settings to aid developers in constructing relevant, feature-rich tests. The mod-
els of the tests are subsequently mapped onto a portable testing framework, which uses a
distributed knowledge and reasoning engine to process and disseminate testing events, suc-
cesses, and failures. We validate the solution with automated testing scenarios involving
service-oriented smartphone-based applications.
IV.1 Motivation
IV.1.1 Overview of KATS
Automated testing of distributed, service-oriented applications generally falls into two
execution models: centralized and decentralized. In a centralized model, a testing control
service sends testing commands to services installed on each host taking part in testing,
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generally in a push model. In a decentralized model, there is no centralized control service,
and testing occurs in a purely distributed manner. If synchronization is required, decentral-
ized infrastructures may use network lock files, or they may require separate daemons with
intimate knowledge of test sequencing or custom messaging protocols.
To understand the two models, let us consider an example where a developer would like
to test a service-oriented smartphone-based mobile application which sends a message to
an application server. Ideally, the smartphone should not send a message to the server until
the server is ready, and suppose this should happen after 15 seconds.
In the centralized model shown in Figure IV.1, a control server sends a command to
launch the application server, waits for 15 seconds, and then sends a command to the
smartphone or host connected to the smartphone, which runs a script or launches a unit
test already on the smartphone and sends a message to the application server. If no such
script or unit test exists, a tester might emulate a message that looks like it came from a
smartphone.
Figure IV.1: Centralized software testing
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For simple tests like this example, the centralized model works, particularly when ser-
vices or applications need to only do one task and then exit. Additionally, the centralized
model can allow for fine-grained launch sequencing based on time and provides a single
point of configuration when changing tests.
In a decentralized model (Figure IV.2, portable scripts (e.g., in Perl, Python, or Ruby)
are written that perform a series of steps appropriate for the host running each script without
using a centralized controller. If coordination is needed, the scripts may use network lock
files.
In the context of our example, the first script might launch an application server, wait
for 15 seconds, and then create a lock file called “server.ready” on a network file system.
A second host runs a different script that keeps checking the network file system for a file
called “server.ready”. When the file is created, the second script may launch another script
or service to automate a smartphone sending a message.
Figure IV.2: Decentralized software testing
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The decentralized model is portable, elegant and intuitive and avoids any type of cen-
tralized messaging bottleneck or single point-of-failure. It also allows for moving scripts
between hosts and not binding the testing infrastructure to a single host or port configura-
tion, which may change as hosts go in and out of service. For clouds, LANs, and grids,
decentralized testing infrastructures are highly appropriate, intuitive, and may be the only
real available solution when host/port information are unknown before an experiment is
swapped in (e.g., in a cloud), without the cloud API exposing the information directly.
One of the major issues with the decentralized model is the usage of network file sys-
tems as lock files for testing coordination. Network file systems, however, were not created
with lock files in mind. Our extensive experience conducting decentralized testing over
local area networks reveals that network file systems, such as the widely-used Network
File System (NFS), make no guarantees that local caches would ever be updated with the
lock files. Moreover, in practice, timing delays could be thrown off by several minutes,
even if the lock file appears at all. A custom communication model built on top of TCP or
UDP could potentially solve this issue, but we do not observe this approach being used in
traditional testing solutions.
While centralized models can avoid network file systems, they are tightly coupled to
hosts, present a single point-of-failure (the testing controller), and the configuration of
the controller can become cumbersome as tests become more complex, especially when
services need to be launched in parallel with different timing delays. Additionally, most
centralized models are not portable to all operating systems and instead cater to a specific
architecture (e.g., Windows).
In addition to these sequencing and portability concerns, the testers need to be able
to codify and debug their test concerns with an intuitive interface. A cumbersome, unus-
able infrastructure is unlikely to benefit developers. From all these concerns, we form the
following requirements of a distributed, automated testing infrastructure.
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IV.1.2 Challenges for KATS
IV.1.3 Challenge 1: Support for Heterogeneous OS and networking platforms and
topologies
The solution must be portable to varying operating systems and platform architectures.
First-class support should exist for Windows, Linux, and MacOS, and the testing system
should be flexible enough to work with most programming languages and executables.
IV.1.4 Challenge 2: Dynamic Sequencing of Tests
The solution should allow for dynamic sequencing of tests based on testing events, suc-
cesses, and failures. The solution should be flexible enough to meet deverse user scenario
needs, including portable wait timers between testing events.
IV.1.5 Challenge 3: Host-agnosticism
With the emergence of cloud providers, there is a real need for a testing solution that
will work with dynamically allocated machines. But even outside of clouds, A good testing
solution should allow for tests to be run anywhere at any time. Engineers should be able
to move the test setup to different machines at a client location or into a real deployment
and run the same tests that they ran elsewhere. Consequently, the solution should be host-
agnostic and allow for moving test setups easily to other nodes or networks.
IV.1.6 Challenge 4: Backup nodes and Seamless Recovery
The testing system should encourage backup test participants in case of hardware or
networking failure within the LAN. It should allow for seamless recovery from node failure,
and facilitate the creation and integration of backup testing entities.
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IV.1.7 Challenge 5: Visual and Model-based configuration
The testing solution should be easy-to-configure and present multiple ways of instru-
menting the system. XML configuration files are useful for batch processing but a visu-
alization and modeling system for creating a new test or maintaining an existing one will
cut costs of training new testing engineers and help with diagnosis when a test is setup
incorrectly.
IV.2 Solution
This section describes our solution approach to realizing automated testing of dis-
tributed, service-oriented applications focusing on mobile services and applications. The
contributions of this solution are as follows:
1. A portable process and process group specification that addresses Requirement 1
by utilizing the Adaptive Communication Environment (ACE) [74], which has been
ported to most platforms including Linux, Windows, Mac, Android, and iOS (see
Section IV.2.1).
2. A portable knowledge and reasoning engine called KaRL [20] that processes testing
events, successes and failures (Requirements 2, 4) and distributes knowledge across
the testing network via an OpenSplice DDS transport [67]. DDS is an anonymous
publish/subscribe protocol that is network architecture portable (Requirement 1) and
helps us remain host-agnostic (Requirement 3) (see Section IV.2.3).
3. A middleware solution called the KaRL Automated Testing Suite (KATS) which inte-
grates and configures KaRL and standardizes the reasoning operations into a process
lifecycle that facilitates fine-grained sequencing (Requirement 2), and conditions for
starting or using backup services (Requirement 4) (see Section IV.2.2).
4. Our solution provides a domain-specific modeling language (DSML) [65] for visu-
alizing test sequences and parameters in an intuitive way (Requirement 5). From this
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DSML, we generate test configurations for the decentralized agents to follow (see
Section IV.2.4).
The resulting architecture is shown in Figure IV.3.
Figure IV.3: Overview of Solution Architecture
IV.2.1 Processes and Process Groups
Processes in the KATS DSML are organized into process groups which dictate how in-
dividual processes are configured and launched. Each process has over a dozen configura-
tion settings to affect changes in OS scheduling, file I/O, test sequencing, and logging, and
we accomplish OS portability by using the Adaptive Communication Environment (ACE)
middleware, which supports a wide range of operating systems–including mobile phone
platforms like iOS and Android. Among the more useful settings for services supported in
the current version of the KATS DSML are the following:
• Real-time scheduling at highest OS priority, which ensures minimum jitter, fewer
context switches, and higher priority for tested applications.
• Executable name, working directory, and command-line arguments for fine-grained
control of applications that are launched and what configurations and parameters they
will be started with.
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• Redirecting stdin, stderr and stdout to files for emulating user input and flexible file
logging. Any redirection from or to a file is buffered by the OS, which minimizes
jitter and reduces the time spent in OS calls - which are expensive.
• Kill times and signals (POSIX) for errant applications. Even on non-Unix operating
systems (e.g., Windows), we allow for termination of applications after a specified
time delay if the application does not return first. This feature is configurable by the
tester.
• Test sequencing information (e.g., preconditions and postconditions).
These settings allow for flexible management of each application or service launch
within a process group. Process groups have additional settings indicating whether to
launch the processes in the group in parallel or in sequence. Each process group also in-
cludes the settings listed above except for executable name and command-line arguments.
This expressiveness for process and process group settings is part of our solution to address
Requirement 1 (test settings portable across heterogenous OS platforms).
IV.2.2 Configuring Test Sequencing
Processes in the KATS infrastructure can be sequenced in two complementary ways:
temporal delays and conditions. Temporal delays occur after KATS conditions have been
checked. These conditions come in three supported types: barriers, preconditions, and
postconditions.
The sequence of these temporal delays and conditions is shown in Figure IV.4. Barriers
are groupings of processes or process groups that must rendezvous to the same point be-
fore moving onward with process launching. Barriers require setting a process id and the
number of processes expected to participate in the barrier event.
After the barrier, preconditions are checked against the local context within that repre-
sent conditions that must be true before the process may be launched. A temporal delay in
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Figure IV.4: KATS Process Lifecycle
seconds is then executed if specified, followed by a postdelay condition which may be set
to indicate that the delay is over and the application is ready for launch.
The application is then launched and its return code is saved into the KaRL variable
.kats.return during the post launch phase, which allows for postconditions to feature logics
that check whether or not the application succeeded or failed based on the return code (the
exit value returned by the process). During the postlaunch phase, the KATS system may
also be configured to kill the application after a specified time with a user-specified kill
signal (on Windows, the application will simply be aborted at the time). Postconditions
may also make global state modifications, which may satisfy other application or service
preconditions.
Temporal delays, barriers, preconditions, postdelays, and postconditions can be speci-
fied on either a process or process group level. These lifecycle elements are the foundation
of our solution to meet Requirement 2 (dynamic sequencing of tests based on test progress
or failure).
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IV.2.3 Augmenting Decentralized Testing with Knowledge and Reasoning
The process lifecycle outlined in Section IV.2.2 provides the infrastructure for meeting
Requirement 2, but we still need a communication and reasoning mechanism for distribut-
ing knowledge and learning from testing events, successes, and failures. In this section, we
look at the distributed knowledge and reasoning engine we developed called the Knowledge
and Reasoning Language (KaRL) engine [20].
KaRL allows developers to manipulate knowledge via expressions in a programming
logic which are evaluated against a local context (see Figure IV.5). The KaRL reasoning
engine mechanisms used for evaluating logics allow for accessing or mutating knowledge
variables and provide fine-grained debugging capabilities for global knowledge state in an
atomic, thread-safe manner.
Figure IV.5: KaRL evaluates user logics against a local context, which is then synchronized
with other contexts
The underlying reasoning engine mechanisms create knowledge events that are dissem-
inated based on whether they are considered local (i.e., the variable begins with a period)
or global (i.e., anything else) and whether or not there are interested software entities in the
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network that would like information on the published knowledge domain. Once the knowl-
edge events in KaRL are ready to be disseminated, they can be sent to the appropriate
entities using an underlying transport mechanism.
The coupling of KaRL with an anonymous publish/subscribe paradigm fits our knowl-
edge and reasoning needs for testing in the following ways. First, the communication is
host-agnostic–which means we do not have to do any configuration when changing hosts or
enlarging a service cloud (Requirement 3). Second, the KaRL reasoning service is robust
to application or node failures and allows us to seamlessly integrate backup services to take
over in testing operations, if necessary (Requirement 4). Third, we wanted an engine that
could change preconditions, postconditions, and barriers on the fly, at runtime, and most
other knowledge and reasoning engines do not allow this without resetting all knowledge
periodically.
The KaRL engine and its underlying transports are seamlessly incorporated into the
KATS testing framework with very little interaction or configuration required by the tester.
The only time a tester manually works with KaRL is when they are creating preconditions
and postconditions. Though barriers use KaRL, the user only has to specify a barrier name,
an id for this process, and the number of processes participating in the barrier. KATS
builds the KaRL logic from this information provided by the user in the visual DSML of
their testing procedures.
We now briefly outline the KaRL solution to encoding testing information into condi-
tions for the expressed purpose of distributed reasoning.
KaRL is a knowledge representation and predicate calculus engine built for real-time,
continuous systems. KaRL features first class support for multi-modal knowledge values,
and each knowledge variable may be one of 264 possible values. KATS conditions (i.e.,
barriers, preconditions, and postconditions) are KaRL expressions that take the following
form Predicate => Result, which can be read as “if the Predicate is true then evaluate
Result.” By default, Predicate is true in the KaRL language, and KaRL expressions may
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be chained together with the Both operator ;. This operator ; simply means that both the
left and right expression should be evaluated.
For an example of a KaRL expression that can be used in a KATS condition, consider
the following possible postcondition: server. f inished => (no.backup => all.tests.stop
= 1) . This KaRL expression will check the variable server. f inished and if it is not zero
(i.e., true), then we will check if there is a backup server available. If no.backup has been
set to anything but zero, we then indicate that all tests need to stop by setting all.tests.stop
to 1.
KaRL supports most multi-modal logic operations and conditionals including ==, !=,
&&, and || and mutations on knowledge, including +, −, ∗, /, %, where the latter three
are multiplication, division, and remainder or modulus. For a more comprehensive listing,
please see the project site. See Section IV.3 for specific, simple examples of how KaRL
expressions offer powerful sequencing capabilities to a tester.
IV.2.4 Domain-Specific Modeling
KATS provides a modeling front-end (DSML) to overcome mundane and erroneous
tasks handled by the testers (Requirement 5). The KATS DSML comprises a UML-based
meta-model developed using the open-source and freely available Generic Modeling Envi-
ronment (GME) [53] to codify the process lifecycle and all reasoning operations in a highly
configurable way. This DSML has four key components that users can create and config-
ure: processes, process groups, hosts, and barriers. The DSML in turn generates an XML
file that is interpreted by KATS tools. If testers do not wish to use the visual DSML, they
can encode simple XML files according to the KATS schema. We show example testing
XML files in Section IV.3.
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IV.3 Demonstrating KATS on Case Studies
In this section we present experimental scenarios that highlight typical distributed test-
ing configurations. These configurations feature service-oriented applications using smart-
phones connected to hosts because these scenarios represent the types of experiments we
are currently working on for our sponsored R&D projects. To concretize our case studies,
we assume that the smartphones used in each of these examples are Android phones that
allow for instrumentation of application launches through the Android Debug Bridge [10].
IV.3.1 Sequenced Smartphone Scenario
In our first test case, five smartphones are connected to a server and testers are interested
in determining if the server will receive the five smartphone requests in the correct order
with no arbitrary temporal delays between them. Specifically, the testers want to start the
gateway service, wait for 15 seconds, and then send a message from Phone1, then Phone2,
Phone3, etc. We assume that all smartphones are connected by USB to the same host and
the server resides on its own host.
In KATS, a model is created that creates a barrier named SimplePhoneSequence,
which has six processes and IDs from 0..5 inclusive and arbitrarily assigned. The five phone
processes can be setup in one of two ways and both require an initial step of launching the
server with no preconditions or postconditions. Additionally, we can sequence the phones
in two different ways: (1) no pre- or post-conditions and (2) with pre- and post-conditions.
The first option requires that KATS process group launch all the phone instrumenta-
tion scripts in parallel (a single element added to the process group XML configuration
file). This configuration is by far the easiest to setup, and requires only setting command
line arguments for the phone scripts (for the user-defined application logic) and possibly
redirecting stderr and stdout to files for logging.
The second configuration possibility requires that Phones 1..5 have preconditions and/or
postconditions set according to settings shown in Table IV.1. Phone2 depends on Phone1
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Figure IV.6: Generated XML from DSML for the Sequenced Smartphone Scenario
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completing, Phone3 depends on Phone2, and so on. With this intuitive mapping of pre-
conditions and postconditions, we have accomplished distributed testing execution with no
operating system sleep calls and no centralized controller. The XML generated from the
visual KATS DSML is shown in Figure IV.6.
Table IV.1: Preconditions, Postconditions, and Temporal Delay in the Sequenced Smart-
phone Scenario
Name Pre Post Delay
Phone1 Phone1.done=1 15
Phone2 Phone1.done Phone2.done=1
Phone3 Phone2.done Phone3.done=1
Phone4 Phone3.done Phone4.done=1
Phone5 Phone4.done
IV.3.2 Backup Service for Smartphones Scenario
The testers have acquired a backup server host, and they want to create tests that have
phones switch over to the backup server if the main server starts dropping connections. To
complicate the scenario, testers bring in three more machines and attach the five phones to
random machines. The three phones are blasting clients that send 100 messages a second
to the gateway service. If any of these scripts fail to send their message, they exit with a
return code of 1. Otherwise, they return a 0 for success.
The two other phones start only if the blasting clients fail with a return code of 1. No
phone should try to contact a server until 15 seconds after the gateway service is ready, and
all phones should be killed after 3 minutes regardless of whether they succeed in contacting
the main server or not. We assume the backup gateway service is launched along with or
sometime after the main gateway service.
With KATS, the testers can produce this more complicated sequencing scenario with
minimal configuration of preconditions and postconditions shown in Table IV.2.
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Table IV.2: Settings for Phones in the Backup Scenario
Name Pre Post Kill
Phone1 .kats.return => backup=1 180
Phone2 .kats.return => backup=1 180
Phone3 .kats.return => backup=1 180
Phone4 backup 180
Phone5 backup 180
“.kats.return” is the return value of the launched process (in this case one of the blasting
clients). The postconditions here indicate that “if my return value is non-zero, set the global
variable backup to 1.” The other two phones have preconditions that say “if the global
variable backup is non-zero, launch my process.” In this way, we facilitate the testing
scenario created by the testers, and we can move these process groups wherever we need
to in the network or cloud. The XML generated from the KATS visual model is shown in
Figure IV.7.
To implement this same solution with a centralized model would require a custom con-
troller with push and pull capability and may require multiple versions of testing services
customized to a particular operating system. In KATS, we get this cross-platform function-
ality included.
IV.4 Results
In this section we briefly describe performance information regarding our testing in-
frastructure KATS. Though very few testing infrastructures are concerned with latency and
performance, decentralized service-oriented software can often have a high overhead es-
pecially in group communications like barriers. Because our solution is novel in how it
disseminates data to a testing infrastructure, it is important to investigate whether KATS
features come at a high performance cost.
We divide these performance metrics into two sections: condition latency (the time it
takes for a precondition or postcondition to reach other interested hosts on a local area
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network) and barrier latency (the time it takes for a group of distributed applications to
barrier together across a network).
IV.4.1 Experimental Testbed Setup
Unless specified otherwise, all experiments were conducted on five IBM blades with
dual core Intel Xeon processors at 2.8 GHZ each and 1 GB of RAM running Fedora Core
10 Linux. Each blade is connected across gigabit ethernet and networked together with a
switch. The code was compiled with g++ with level 3 optimization, and each test featured
a real-time class to elevate OS scheduling priority to minimize jitter during the test runs.
This testbed is similar to the one we are using for sponsored research.
IV.4.2 Measuring Condition Latency
Condition latency is the time it takes for a precondition or postcondition of one applica-
tion to reach another application across the network. Recall that in testing, a precondition
is a condition that must be true before an application can launch. Consequently, this latency
between the setting of a variable in one part of the network and the evaluation of this data
in interested testing entities is an important metric to have.
Setup. Two applications (App 1 and App 2) were launched on two separate hosts. Each
application was configured with conditions indicated in Table IV.3, and then the applica-
tions were launched repeatedly. These conditions create a roundtrip latency time on each
host. We take this roundtrip latency time and divide by two to get our averaged latency
numbers.
Table IV.3: Conditions used for latency tests
App 1 App 2
P0 == P1 => ++P0 P0 != P1 => P1 = P0
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Results. The results of our condition latency tests are shown in Table IV.4. These
results represent average latency for a condition to be sent and processed from one host to
the next. Each column represents the number of round trips completed. The Ping row is
the latency reported between the nodes via the Linux ping utility. Dissem is the average
dissemination latency of KATS conditions.
Table IV.4: Condition Results
5k 25k 50k 100k 500k
Ping 114 us 114 us 114 us 114 us 114 us
Dissem 650 us 440 us 437 us 315 us 317 us
Analysis. The KaRL interpreter and OpenSplice DDS transport provide very low la-
tency for the delivery of KATS conditions. On our network, this allows for sub-millisecond
accuracy when a tested application’s dependencies are met. This will vary depending on
network latency in the developer testbed. The lower the latency, the more fine-grained the
test sequencing can be, and the more expressive testers can be with their distributed testing
scenarios.
IV.4.3 Measuring Barrier Latency
Barrier latency is the time it takes for a group of KATS processes to execute a barrier
operation before launching the user-defined applications. Barrier operations are far more
expensive than setting a condition, but barriers are useful when testers need all testing
participants to be up and ready. From our experience, all distributed testing scenarios
require a barrier, unless the individual tests do not interact with other testing participants.
Consequently, the barrier time is an important metric because it is the overhead that must
be performed before each distributed test can start.
Setup. Five hosts with two CPUs apiece launch applications (simple sleep statements
of five seconds) after reaching barriers under different networked process stress loads. High
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resolution timers are used to measure the time it takes to complete a barrier. The tests are
repeated 10 times and an average time is reported.
Each host in these tests launched its own barrier set of 2 to 5 applications. We only have
two CPUs per host, so as the number of applications increases, no further speed increase is
possible (it is pure overhead from context switching past 2 application launches). We will
discuss why we did not connect the hosts in a LAN-wide barrier in the Analysis section.
Each barrier grouping was executed 10 times per host and averaged. We complement the
average latency numbers with minimum and maximum observed barrier time.
Results. The results of our barrier latency tests are shown in Table IV.5. These results
represent latencies experienced on a single host launching applications >= the number of
CPUs on the host. The minimum latency was the smallest time spent in a barrier in the 50
tests. The maximum was the largest, and the average was also for the 50 tests.
Table IV.5: Barrier Latency Results
Apps per host Min Avg Max
2 0.8 ms 2.0 ms 2.7 ms
3 1.7 ms 9.4 ms 21.5 ms
4 2.4 ms 17.2 ms 17.2 ms
5 3.0 ms 17.3 ms 35.2 ms
Analysis. We use intrahost communication here to highlight the speed and precision
that the KATS system is able to achieve with distributed processes. Within a single host,
as is the case here, the cause of deviation between the min and max is caused by context
switching. Since our experimental machine had two cores, the deviation is very low on the
two apps test. Running this same series on a real-time kernel can reduce the deviation, but
in a networked test, the benefits will be negligible.
We have found that barrier latencies for networked processes across many hosts are
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hugely dependent on when the distributed tests are started on each host, far more than any-
thing dictated by the latency of the underlying KaRL system in disseminating knowledge
shown in Section IV.4.2.
As an example, consider the case where KATS tests will be started distributedly via
cron jobs on each host at 5:00 p.m., according to the system clock which is synchronized
with the network time protocol (NTP). Even under the best of circumstances, this proto-
col guarantees accuracy between the networked clocks in the hundreds of milliseconds –
orders of magnitude larger than how long barriers, preconditions, or postconditions exe-
cute in KATS or its KaRL infrastructure outside of situations with heavy context switching
between the KATS processes and the OpenSplice DDS daemon.
This may seem like a problem, but this is exactly the reason barriers are recommended
among test participants. Barriers ensure that regardless of time synchronization or order of
test launches in the network, the exact sequence of testing events will be launched precisely
as specified by the testers.
IV.5 Related Work
A vast majority of networked testing infrastructures [14, 17, 43, 82] utilize a centralized
controller. This centralized paradigm extends to most deployment [54, 62] and testing
instrumentation technologies [30, 54, 85, 86] as well.
Though these related tool suites do not support truly distributed test scheduling and
automation, they often do include useful instrumentation tools [85] that allow for real time
performance analysis – which we do not include in our tool suite at the moment. Other
instrumentation systems place themselves in between applications and the underlying mid-
dleware or networking layer [84]. Our solution relies on distributed blackbox testing with-
out any requirement for hooks into the operating system or services to be tested.
Model-driven testing systems exist for centralized or non-distributed systems [7, 25,
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29, 44, 75]. Other systems use a generic programming approach [47] for functional test-
ing. Both these types of systems demand intimate knowledge of internal behaviors of the
application or service being tested – often requiring code insertion into the application or
modeling/reading of source code.
Recent work using domain-specific modeling in testing with mobile phones appears in
the literature [73], but there are many key differences between the two approaches. We do
not require a hardware modification to directly send key events to the phone and instead
rely on the Android Debug Bridge which is part of the Android SDK. Additionally, we
offer automated and barriered test cases in contrast to interactive sessions between users
and the phone in [73].
The KATS system also acts as a deployment infrastructure for launching applications.
Related work in this area would include DAnCE [16, 68], ADAGE [50], and RESER-
VOIR [11]. None of these deployment systems provide the fine-grained sequencing support
that KATS does. DAnCE does provide a step-locked phase mechanism to provide consis-
tent deployments, but it is also imprecise and component deployment latencies can be in
the hundreds of seconds. Quema [71] offered a deployment solution that provides activa-
tions for component deployments, but it requires a hierarchical deployment structure and
does not provide a fine-grained mechanism that can key off application exits or targeted,
dynamic logics.
We are unaware of prior work using distributed knowledge and reasoning in automat-
ing networked testing, nor have we seen prior art using an anonymous publish/subscribe
(pub/sub) paradigm to coordinate and sequence test execution among generic networked
processes or programs. Scripted distributed testing using pub/sub exists [90] but it requires
a networked file system and customized scripting to sequence tests and suffers from all of
the NFS problems mentioned in decentralized testing in Section IV.1.
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Figure IV.7: Generated XML from DSML for the Complex Smartphone Scenario
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CHAPTER V
EMERGENT REDEPLOYMENT OF REAL-TIME SYSTEMS
Optimizing the deployment of participants in enterprise distributed real-time and em-
bedded (DRE) systems is essential to enforce end-to-end quality-of-service (QoS) prop-
erties that affect power usage, execution time, and overall system cost within a LAN or
cloud. In previous work, we developed a heuristic for approximating the component place-
ment problem, where a user must optimally place components within a network of pro-
cesses and do so optimally. Among the remaining challenges remaining in our deployment
optimization research were 1) creating new techniques for approximating the optimal rede-
ployment, 2) aggregating and disseminating latency information quickly (our first imple-
mentation could take minutes for this operation with only a few dozen participants), and 3)
investigating the enforcement of side effects.
This chapter provides three contributions to the state-of-the-art in optimization of enter-
prise DRE application deployments within a cloud. First, we discuss two new techniques
and improvements to our first algorithm for approximating the subgraph isomorphic prob-
lem, a NP complete problem that tries to find a user graph G in a networked environment
E (and in our case, tries to approximate the optimal one). Second, we outline practices we
used to reduce message complexity of latency aggregation, summation, and dissemination
tailored to our developed algorithms that reduce computation and messaging time to mil-
liseconds for thousands of participants. Third, we highlight the issues users will face with
using such a system to redeploy participants with side effects (e.g., databases).
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V.1 Motivation
Enterprise distributed real-time and embedded (DRE) systems are mission-critical ap-
plications executed in networked processes across heterogeneous architectures under strin-
gent timing requirements and scarce resources [4]. Though enterprise DRE systems were
originally associated with avionics, manufacturing, and defense applications, they increas-
ingly focus on any distributed application where information must be delivered according
to stringent quality-of-service needs despite scarce resources [46, 48, 79]. This paper exam-
ines continuous optimization of DRE application deployments according to a user-provided
workflow, which can be mapped to the subgraph isomorphism problem (i.e., find an optimal
graph G if it exists in the graph E) [26].
Motivating DRE application. The application from the domain of enterprise DRE
systems that motivates the work described in this paper is shown in Figure V.1. This figure
Figure V.1: Example Deployment Workflow of Four Drones Broadcasting In and Collect-
ing from Dynamic Groupings
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depicts a disaster recovery scenario where thousands of ground-based drones have been
deployed to search for survivors and gas leaks in an earthquake-ravaged metropolitan area.
Due to the destruction, controllers of the drones are restricted to satellite connections and
the bandwidth available over this limited network resource is sufficient for only a handful
of dedicated sessions. Controllers can therefore only maintain communication with a small
subset of the drones, called collector drones. Other drones may do other tasks, such as
weather collection, video recording, or participating in rescue operations.
An application workflow (called a DRE application in this paper) is specified to indicate
which special drones should serve as collection points for the important sensor readings,
images, and audio from the disaster zone, as well as the communication point to human-
based controllers. As drones move around the area, the optimal deployment of these col-
lector drones may become outdated. A redeployment of the specialized collection and
controller communication logic may therefore be necessary to ensure the special drones
are in range of their group within the workflow.
This redeployment time is pure overhead and the associated computation time competes
with the CPU and memory resources that the human controller needs to view important
data. If the drones remain computation-bound for too long and lock out their controllers
from viewing information or issuing commands, survivors may be missed, drones may
crash into buildings or other obstacles, and lives and money may be lost. Since the drones
are battery-powered any unnecessary computation or communication must be minimized
to conserve power. For these reasons, the time required for calculating the redeployment
should be kept to a minimum—preferably a handful of seconds or less.
In summary this motivating DRE application has the following requirements:
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V.1.1 Challenges for Emergent Redeployment
V.1.2 Challenge 1: Flexible dataflow specification within deployments
Most deployment architectures require the user to specify which participants are de-
ployed to specific hosts, but they do not include information on how participants interact
with each other. These latter details are important because they can inform deployment
middleware and tools about which participants are likely to be bottlenecks in the deploy-
ment should they be placed on faulty or weak hardware.
V.1.3 Challenge 2: Algorithms and heuristics for approximating optimal deploy-
ments
Deployments may become worse over time due to faulty computing or networking hard-
ware, or high utilization of an important switch, router, or host. Using latency information
between the hosts, we should be able to analyze the current state of the distributed appli-
cation and inform the middleware when a redeployment is necessary. Because we expect
these applications to be deployed on sensors operating in mhz or less ranges in CPU, the
techniques will need to be fast and efficient in order to reduce battery consumption and
time required to detect a redeployment condition.
V.1.4 Challenge 3: Efficient latency and consensus collection
Communication is one of the most expensive operations (in terms of power consump-
tion and time) that can be performed by a computer. Consequently, informing each partici-
pant of changes in latency and reaching a consensus about redeployment conditions in the
set of networked participants should be done as quickly and efficiently as possible.
V.2 Approximation Techniques in MADARA
This section presents the dataflow definition format (Challenge 1) and the heuristics
and genetic algorithms (Challenge 2) that we developed for MADARA to approximate
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Table V.1: Workflow description for four special drones, each collecting from a quarter of
the drone population
0 → [size/4)
size/4 → [size/4, size/2)
size/2 → [size/2, 3*size/4)
3*size/4 → [3*size/4, size)
an optimal enterprise DRE application deployment under differing constraints. Multiple
solutions were developed due to memory constraints imposed by differing contexts where
the solutions are deployed. These solutions are complementary and can be chained together
to produce seeds and candidates for other genetic algorithms or heuristics.
The following sections describe these algorithms and heuristics, focusing on which
scenarios they work well in and which they do not.
V.2.1 Degrees in Graphs
This paper treats constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) and the subgraph isomorphic
problem from a graph perspective. We encode a deployment into a graph and use degree
information to inform our approximation process. The degree of a node in a graph is the
number of connections coming out of the node, i.e., it is essentially a connectivity metric.
This concept of degree is derived from graph algorithms, as well as distributed and parallel
computing.
The degree of a graph is relevant to our work on MADARA because we seek solutions
that minimize the latency or improve the overall utility of the connections between nodes
in a DRE application workflow. The node with the highest degree has the most impact on
this overall metric. It is therefore often a major bottleneck in a DRE application.
To concretize how a degree is imparted from a deployment description (Challenge 1),
consider Table V.1 which shows an actual deployment file that may be used with our solu-
tion.
From this deployment description, we can visualize the application workflow that the
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user has requested in Figure V.1. There are four special drones, and each are servicing a
large portion of the underlying drone network. If the size is set to 12, the logical drone 0 is
servicing drones 0-2. Drone 4 services 3-6, drone 7 takes care of 7-9, and drone 10 handles
information to and from 10-12. Through this flexible deployment specification interface,
we address the challenge of encoding dataflow information for thousands of participants
into a deployment specification.
Figure V.2 visualizes what a degree in a graph is by labeling the high degree nodes in
a user-provided DRE application workflow. The node with a degree of seven has seven
Degree=7 
Degree=3 
Figure V.2: Degrees in a User-provided DRE Application Workflow
directional edges coming in or out of the node. A degree with three signifies that the
node has a connectivity of three. Though this paper focuses on using degree information
for the motivating DRE application in Section V.1, our solution techniques are relevant
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to approximating component placement, optimal resource monitoring, routing, and other
problems involving connected graphs.
V.2.2 Preparing the Data
Before presenting our heuristics, genetic algorithms, and their hybrids, we first sum-
marize the process of data collection and preparation that is needed for these solution ap-
proaches. Our heuristics discussed later depend on a notion of utility, so the first phase
of data preparation collects the latencies (the utilities) and aggregates them according to
deployment degrees. After data has been collected, the prepare algorithm (shown in Algo-
rithm 1) is called to aggregate, sort, and process the latency and utility information with
respect to the DRE application graph. After the data is ready, it is disseminated to interested
Algorithm 1 Prepare
Require: DRE application workflow nodes are sorted by descending degree
Require: Gather latencies via network and place in an array or a double array
1: if Storing all latencies involving all processes then
2: for all source ∈ latencies do
3: sort_ascending(latencies[source]) ;
4: for all degree ∈ DRE application workflow do
5: utilities[degree][source]← ∑degreej=1 latencies[i][j]
6: end for
7: end for
8: else if Storing only latencies involving this process then
9: sort_ascending(latencies)
10: for all degree ∈ DRE application workflow do
11: utilities[degree]← ∑degreej=1 latencies[j]
12: end for
13: end if
14: sort_ascending(utilities)
parties in the network, e.g., the drones or a special collector of this type of information—
perhaps a command-and-control output.
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This preparation routine should be performed before the heuristics are called. Algo-
rithm 1 need not be called continually throughout the life of the deployment infrastructure.
It should be called at some point, however, before calling the heuristics to avoid approxi-
mating a solution with stale data.
Before executing data collection or Algorithm 1, developers must determine whether
or not the network of drones should be fully informed with latency information or if they
should only send latency degree-based utility information (the aggregates of their latency
tables). A third option is to have all drones send latency information to a single, powerful
drone that is fully informed and have it perform all of the data aggregation, approximating,
and any other function. Such an option avoids over-broadcasting data, but will also result
in a single point-of-failure in the enterprise DRE system, so failover drones or replication
mechanisms should be utilized to handle the case where the single, powerful drone becomes
unresponsive or destroyed.
With fully-informed collection, each drone must send O(N) latency information and
O(M) utility information to each latency/utility collection point, where N is the size of
the network and M is the number of degrees in the deployment workflow. During the
preparation phase, the drone or computer that is preparing the data performs N sorts of
N elements (O(N2 log N)) and also a summation of latencies (D O (N2)), where D is the
number of degrees available in the deployment.
Each step is fully parallelizable because each operation has no side effects. This work
can be performed on each drone to reduce the execution complexity to O(N log N) and
O(DN) for sorting and summation, respectively, which is what Algorithm 1 does on lines 8-
13. The computation differences between these approaches are highlighted in Section V.4.
This preparation time decision dictates the runtime of the prepare algorithm, but does
not necessarily affect whether or not the drones are fully informed. If developers desire a
fully informed drone network (e.g., to use Algorithm 2), each candidate can sort its laten-
cies, perform summations on the degrees necessary for the deployment, and transmit the
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sorted latency list and aggregation information to all other drones (or the current collection
drones that then transmit this information to their local group). In this way, each drone
transmits O(N) latencies and O(M) data entries, where N is the number of drones and M is
the number of different degrees in the provided deployment workflow.
Algorithm 2 CID Heuristic
Require: Call Algorithm 1
1: for all node ∈ DRE application workflow do
2: if degree (node) > 0 then
3: solution[node]← best_candidate (utilities[degree(node)])
4: end if
5: end for
6: for all node ∈ DRE application workflow do
7: if degree (node) > 0 then
8: for neighbor ∈ connections(DRE application workflow, node) ∧ neighbor /∈
solved(solution) do
9: solution[neighbor]← best_candidate (latencies[node])
10: end for
11: end if
12: end for
13: for all node ∈ DRE application workflow ∧ node /∈ solved(solution) do
14: solution[node]← best_candidate (utilities[size])
15: end for
There is a separate preparation step of sorting the user-provided DRE application de-
ployment graph by degree, which helps Algorithms 2, 3, and 4 pick deployment nodes to
solve in a more intelligent order. This step can be performed offline, however, during DRE
application modeling phases. Even when done online, the preparation step of sorting the
DRE application workflow by degree takes just nanoseconds to a few microseconds for
10,000+ node workflows. It is therefore a negligible portion of the time needed to perform
the approximation (the project site at madara.googlecode.com contains complete
code examples).
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V.2.3 Degree-based Heuristics in MADARA
Two heuristics are discussed in this section, each targeting a different context of the
motivating DRE application. The Comparison- based Iteration by Degree (CID) Heuristic
(shown in Algorithm 2) is useful for seeding genetic algorithms when the drone has enough
memory to hold latency information of all other drones (O(N2) space requirement), which
can become hundreds of megabytes when thousands of drones or processes are involved.
The CID Heuristic shown in Algorithm 2 begins by iterating over the deployment and
placing candidates based on lowest latency for the degree. We place our lowest total latency
candidates on the nodes with the highest connectivity (lines 1-5) and then iteratively fill in
their closest neighbors when possible on lines 6-12 (i.e., when it does not conflict with other
high degreed nodes in the DRE application workflow). The final phase of the CID (lines
13-15) deals with nodes that are not connected to the rest of the DRE application workflow,
e.g., for worker drones that do not communicate with the drone collector and serve as
sentries, data analyzers, or passive entities whose results can be processed or collected
offline (non-mission critical).
A variant of the CID heuristic we developed called the Blind CID heuristic (Algo-
rithm 3) is useful for deployments where drones do not have as much memory (O(N) space
instead of O(N2)). The drawback is that the Blind CID heuristic is a less informed approx-
imation of the solution than the CID Heuristic.
The key difference between the CID heuristic and the Blind CID heuristic (Algorithm 3)
is that the CID heuristic uses the fine-grained latency information from all drones in the
network, whereas the Blind CID heuristic only uses aggregation of this knowledge. The
Blind CID heuristic does use deployment information in the workflow to prioritize which
node of the workflow to approximate next. It always selects from the best total latency
value (essentially the aggregate of a full broadcast from the node), however, rather than the
aggregate of best latencies from this node for the degree. The benefit of this heuristic is
that the drones need not send their individual latency values to other drones that must make
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Algorithm 3 Blind CID
Require: Call Algorithm 1
1: for all node ∈ DRE application workflow do
2: if degree (node) > 0 then
3: solution[node]← best_candidate (utilities[degree])
4: end if
5: end for
6: for all node ∈ DRE application workflow do
7: if degree (node) > 0 then
8: for neighbor ∈ connections(deployment, node) ∧ neighbor /∈ solved(solution) do
9: solution[neighbor]← best_candidate (utilities[size])
10: end for
11: end if
12: end for
13: for all node ∈ DRE application workflow ∧ node /∈ solved(solution) do
14: solution[node]← best_candidate (utilities[size])
15: end for
redeployment decisions (O(N) total message complexity unlike the other algorithms). Each
node using Algorithm 3 alone has a message complexity of O(1), a message containing an
aggregrate latency value for a full broadcast from the node.
V.2.4 Genetic Algorithms in MADARA
Not all DRE application workflows can be solved optimally by the heuristics described
in Section V.2.3. The CID and BCID heuristics work well for disjointed subgraphs that
have few 2+ degreed nodes in the workflow, but are not as ideal for highly-interdependent
subgraphs, such as multi-leveled hierarchical trees. To complement the heuristics discussed
in Section V.2.3, we developed two genetic algorithms to hone the approximated solution
before deciding if a redeployment is necessary for the special drones. Only one of these
genetic algorithms (Algorithm 5) is guided with degree information. Algorithm 4 uses no
degree information to mutate solutions and instead uses pure randomness when selecting
solution chromosomes to mutate.
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Algorithm 4 Blind GA
Require: Call Algorithm 1
1: mutations← min + rand() % (max - min)
2: new← solution
3: orig_utility← utility(new)
4: for i→ mutations do
5: c1← rand() % size
6: c2← rand() % size
7: while c1 ≡ c2 do
8: c2← rand() % size
9: end while
10: swap(solution[c1], solution[c2])
11: end for
12: if utility(new) < orig_utility then
13: return new
14: else
15: return solution
16: end if
Algorithm 5 Guided GA
Require: Call Algorithm 1
1: mutations← min + rand() % (max - min)
2: new← solution
3: orig_utility← utility(new)
4: for i→ mutations do
5: if rand() % 5 < 4 then
6: c1← random_degreed_node (DRE application workflow)
7: c2← location(solution[good_candidate(utilities)])
8: while c1 ≡ c2 do
9: c2← location(solution[good_candidate(utilities)])
10: end while
11: else
12: c1← rand() % size
13: c2← rand() % size
14: while c1 ≡ c2 do
15: c2← rand() % size
16: end while
17: end if
18: end for
19: if utility(new) < orig_utility then
20: return new
21: else
22: return solution
23: end if
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Both algorithms select chromosomes (nodes/drones) of the proposed solution (the ap-
proximated deployment) to mutate and then perform a random number of mutations before
returning the best solution (either the original or the improved solution). While the Guided
GA does converge much more quickly, the randomness inherent in the Blind GA can be
better for the hybrid approaches we discuss in Section V.2.5 below.
The Guided GA (GGA) takes longer per iteration due to its added intelligence. After
some initial timing, we determined that the maximum mutations available to the GGA im-
plementation in a second might be 500 per solution, while the less-informed BGA solution
could manage over 2,000 in the same time period. We analyze the effectiveness of both
solutions in Section V.4.
V.2.5 Hybrid Approaches in MADARA
A guided genetic algorithm need not be directly codified with degree information, as we
did with Algorithm 5. We can also seed the GAs with heuristic results to help local searches
converge much faster than they might have otherwise. This paper therefore combines the
two heuristics in Section V.2.3 with each genetic algorithm presented in Section V.2.4 to
produce four methodologies: (1) CID with Blind Genetic Algorithm (CID-BGA), (2) CID
with Guided Genetic Algorithm (CID-GGA), (3) Blind CID with Blind Genetic Algorithm
(BCID-BGA), and (4) Blind CID with Guided Genetic Algorithm (BCID-GGA). Imple-
mentations involving seeding genetic algorithms with candidates from both heuristics are
not covered in this paper, but are a focus of future work.
V.3 Supporting Latency Collection and Voting in MADARA
This section presents the techniques utilized to efficiently collect latencies, aggregate
and disseminate them to voting participants, and conduct votes concerning redeployment
(Challenge 3). The collection, aggregation and dissemination methodologies are meant to
complement the approximation techniques outlined in Sectionr˜efsec:redeploy:solution:approx
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by providing these algorithms and heuristics with latency and degree-based summations
that the CID heuristic and others require for operation. The voting mechanisms are used
to reach a consensus among voting participants about whether or not to redeploy the dis-
tributed application to different hosts or cloud participants.
V.3.1 Collecting Latency
In previous work collecting latencies, we had employed a three-round technique for
collecting latencies that was based on an initiator, a reply, and a follow up. With this
techique, we were able to collect latency from two participants in three messages using a
TCP transport.
Though efficient in message complexity, this approach to gathering latency was ex-
tremely slow due to the blocking and unicast nature of TCP. We were also using reactor-
based timers that fired every 5 seconds and randomly initiated a new round of latency
collection from two participants. Getting full coverage with this type of system took an
inordinate amount of time—even for a handful of participants. In early tests, we found
that because of the randomization of endpoints, it could take over two minutes just to fully
collect latencies from twenty participants. For an enterprise DRE system, we might have
10,000 participants that needed to have latency information between each connected par-
ticipant.
To facilitate the aim of collecting latencies quickly from thousands of participants, we
decided to use the underlying DDS transport of the KaRL engine. DDS uses multicast and
broadcast technologies, whenever possible, and can accomplish reliable group communi-
cations within microseconds—making it ideal for the task at hand.
As with our TCP-based implementation, we used a three round approach. A participant
called an originator starts a timer for each participant, and then sends a message of the form
(t, i, c, s), where t = latency, i = id of the initiator, c = lamport clock (incremented from
the value before sending the message), and s = 0 (signaling that this is the initiator latency
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message from the source). Every participant receives this message, starts their own timers
for each participant, and then sends a reply of the form (t, i, o, c, s), where t = latency, i =
id of the replier, o = the originator of the initial message, c = lamport clock of the initiating
message, and s = 1 (signifying that this is a reply message). Upon receiving this reply, the
originator stops the timer for the id of the participant who replied and records the elapsed
time. Every participant that receives this reply message (labeled with s = 1), responds to
these repliers with a message of the form (t, i, o, c, s), where t = latency, i = id of the
participant doing a follow up, o is the id of the replier that sent a message with s = 1, c is
the originator’s lamport clock, and s = 2. After the replier receives a message with s == 2
and itself indicated as the originator (the o parameter), it stops the timer associated with the
follow up participant and records the elapsed time. Because we’re using a reliable group
protocol for these three messages, this establishes a full latency collection within three
messages and is only limited by the speed of the participants in processing these messages.
Consequently, we limit the message complexity of this phase to O(N), specifically 3N—
where N is the number of participants.
To speed up message processing, two optimizations can be done: 1) adding more
threads to read messages, or 2) process larger batches of messages from a queue instead of
only reading one message at a time. For listener or callback-based mechanisms, the first
option is generally best. For polling and waitset-based middleware, a combination of the
first and second options can result in better performance.
V.3.2 Disseminating Aggregate Latencies
After performing the collection of latencies, each participant in the network has a list
of latencies between itself and all other participants it can reach. If it wasn’t able to reach a
participant, it inserts a default latency (our default is 200 seconds, but this can be arbitrarily
large). Otherwise, we need to have the participants socialize once more to inform each other
of all latencies in the network.
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Disseminating aggregate latencies is an O(N), specifically N, operation where each
participant sends a message containing a list of its latencies to all other participants. Our
implementation encodes the list in a string in the form a=id1=latency1;id2=latency2;...,
meaning the latency between myself and id1 is latency1 and the latency between myself
and id2 is latency2, and then inserts this into a message of the form (t, i, a, c), where t =
aggregate, i = id of the participant, a = the aggregate we formed, and c is the clock from
the latency round done in Section V.3.1.
The dissemination of aggregate latencies can be skipped if the user only wants to per-
form the Blind CID heuristic from Section V.2. All other algorithms require fully informed
participants in order to guage the utility of a deployment.
V.3.3 Degree-Informed Summations of Latencies
Before the CID-based algorithms can be run, the participants need to process the latency
lists into summations by degree of the user-provided dataflow graph. For instance, if a
user-provided dataflow had 10,000 participants with degrees (connectivity) of 1-3 edges
per participant, then this summation step would require creating a vector of 10,000 x 3
integers. Each row corresponds to a participant id. Each column to a degree. If using a
hash map or table, the key could be the degree (1-3), and the value could be a vector of
10,000—where each element of the vector is the summed latency at that id. We use this
latter strategy because it allows us to easily sort the vector by latency in the degree, which
is necessary for CID, BCID, and the degree-guided genetic algorithm.
Because we’ve disseminated the aggregate latencies before this step occurs, we have
two options available: 1) have each participant process the latencies and incur no messag-
ing overhead or 2) have each participant follow up the dissemination of aggregate latency
with another message that performs the summation of latencies by degree that involve this
participant. At first glance, option 1 may appear to be the best solution for the enterprise
DRE system, but it’s important to remember that processing these latencies takes time. In
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fact, from our testing in Section V.4, this summation of all latencies by degree for all partic-
ipants is the most expensive operation in the process of latency collection and voting. We
implemented option 2 instead because it reduces the computational workload by factor N,
the number of participants in the network, and limits the time required for this step from a
few seconds for 10,000 participants to microseconds plus the time required to disseminate
the summation message.
The summation message for option 2 takes the form (t, i, s, c), where t = summation, i is
the id of the participant, s is the stringified summations calculated by the participant, and c
is the clock of the latency rounds that were performed for these summations. Because most
dataflows have only a handful of degrees, this message tends to be very small—from tens
to hundreds of bytes—which means it can often fit inside of a single message transmission
unit in Ethernet traffic and is very inexpensive to resend if using a faulty connection medium
like wireless.
V.3.4 Voting for Redeployment
The final step of multi-agent redeployment is to have the participants agree or disagree
on a redeployment. We accomplish this with a very simple voting system, but before we
describe the interactions of the participants, we first outline some considerations that im-
plementers should take into account before implementing their own redeployment system.
First, redeployment of applications is computationally expensive. In our case, a heavy-
weight executable has been forked, and killing the running program and launching the
application on both Windows and Linux takes at least milliseconds. This is manageable
overhead if a redeployment happens once every few minutes, but it can result in operating
system-based thrashing if the redeployments happen often. Consequently, care should be
taken to only redeploy when necessary and not simply every time a better deployment is
found. We recommend managing this overhead with threshold values (demarkations that
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signal boundaries for redeployment). Our default threshold in MADARA for a redeploy-
ment is when the resulting deployment would be more than 10% faster than current. This
parameter may be tweaked within the MADARA Transport Settings class.
Second, the data structures and identifiers used for participant identification and index-
ing can make a huge difference in both CPU and memory expenditure. Strings as identifiers
should be avoided if at all possible for two reasons: 1) they cause mallocs/news with each
deep copy, 2) they force hash table lookups to add an additional O(M), where M is the maxi-
mum size of the string in the case that users have specified similar string ids—which is very
common with participant identifiers (think host1, host2, host3), and 3) for the reasons noted
earlier and because compilers and CPUS are much better at optimizing for integers, using
strings in latency aggregation and voting is orders of magnitude slower than using integer
identifiers. For these reasons, we used a separate data structure to hold our string-based
host information (i.e., host:port pairings) and used a pointer-like system with integers for
the identification of participants within each step. Doing so resulted in the three latency
rounds alone (initiator, reply, and follow up) dropping from seconds to microseconds for
dozens of participants. Similar results should come from using integer-based identification
throughout the process of redeployment (including the approximation techniques discussed
earlier in Section V.2.
With those caveats out of the way, we’ll discuss our approach to voting. Because of the
nature of this problem, we’re only interested in the best deployment candidate—regardless
of how many different approximation algorithms we run, if they’re worse than the current
deployment or the best deployment, we don’t care about them. For this reason, voting
is a simple group-wide min operation. Each participant submits a vote for the best de-
ployment they have, and the winning vote determines if a redeployment happens (based
on the threshold we discussed earlier—the one that was 10% by default in MADARA).
Despite the all-to-all communication of latencies and summations, these votes may be dif-
ferent because 1) the degree-guided genetic algorithm depends on randomization, which
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will result in different answers per participant, and 2) some participants may not be able to
communicate together and may miss out on information from the earlier latency collection,
aggregation, or summation.
In our MADARA implementation, we allow for both a group-wide voting system and
a user-specified list of voters. The former means that all participants run the algorithms
(e.g., CID, BCID, CID with a blind genetic algorithm, BCID with a guided genetic algo-
rithm, etc.) specified by the user. The latter means that only certain participants will run
the algorithms and vote on the best deployment available. We obviously assume that all
participants in the network are being truthful and that none of them have reason to lie about
the best deployment. For some researchers looking into Mechanism Design and untruthful
agents, precautions would need to be taken to ensure that no agent is gaming the system
to cause frequent redeployments to thrash the distributed application or take advantage of
the optimistic nature of the voting algorithm. A plurality vote instead of a min would be
an effective way to accomplish this, as long as the plurality is not allowed to be gamed by
inserting fake participants into the network.
V.4 Analysis of Experimental Results
This section analyzes the performance of—and utility produced by—the MADARA al-
gorithms and heuristics described in Section V.2. All experiments were conducted on an
Intel Core2 Duo clocked at 2.53 GHz and 4 GB of RAM running Windows 7 32-bit oper-
ating system. The C++ code was compiled in MS Visual Studio 2008 under the optimized
release mode. All experimental code and configuration information can be found online on
the MADARA project site at madara.googlecode.com.
We offer two types of metrics for our experiments: (1) runtime, which is important to
Requirement 2 of the motivating DRE application in Section V.1 and (2) system slowdown,
which reflects the runtime performance of the resulting deployment (Requirement 3 of the
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motivating DRE application). All experiments are repeated ten times and the averages are
reported.
V.4.1 Experimental Setup
The first experiment created a hand-coded network configuration where four drones in
four disjoint groups have 500us latency to their local drones and these special drones have
complete coverage of the network topology at the 500us latency. Every other link has 1s
latency, which is typical for radio-based communication in a disaster area. The underlying
network has exactly one perfect configuration for this deployment of four special drones
collecting from equal divisions of the swarm. Consequently, system slowdown will be high
if the algorithm does not find the optimal deployment.
For the second experiment, we added noise to the underlying network that allowed for
thousands of local minima and maxima to exist. A perfect configuration with 500us latency
links is present, but we have added a uniform distribution of latencies from 600us to 3s to
the network to confuse the tested algorithms.
We examine this experiment in three configurations—two specialized drones with two
optimal local groups, three specialized drones with three optimal local groups, and four spe-
cialized drones with four optimal local groups. These tests expect that the guided heuristics
and algorithms will far outperform the unguided ones. The motivating DRE application—
and consequently these experiments—also demand that results come in within dozens of
seconds at least, and milliseconds if possible.
System slowdown is defined by the equation “slowdown = 2 * system_latency / (1,000,000
* size)” in these experiments. With the optimal configuration, slowdown == 1. Anything
greater than one is a factor of slowdown. For example, 2.0 is a 100% slowdown in the
overall system.
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V.4.2 Analysis of Results
Due to space limitations, we show only the four drone results for the first experiment
(the results for one to three drones were similar in scale for both runtime clock and system
slowdown). The first experiment (one perfect configuration and everything else is bad) is
highlighted in Figures V.3 and V.4.
Figure V.3: Runtime Required Under the First Experiment
The second experiment (one perfect configuration and everything else is bad or a local
minima) has results reported in Figure V.5 for runtime information and Figures V.6, V.7,
and V.8.
A key observation from these tests is that the fully-informed CID heuristic is well-
suited for both experiments. The CID heuristic—and consequently the CID-BGA (CID
with Blind Genetic Algorithm) and CID-GGA (CID with Guided Genetic Algorithm)—
find the optimal configuration in all network sizes (1k to 10k drones) within a second of
computation (the CID heuristic takes no more than 7.5ms to return an answer even on the
10,000 drone tests).
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Figure V.4: System Slowdown under the First Experiment
The other algorithms had difficulty with the first experiment. The Blind CID algorithm
(the one that works without being fully informed of all network latencies) came in second
place on all tests, followed shortly by the Guided Genetic Algorithm (GGA), which was
within 10% of system slowdown of Blind CID but took significantly longer to reach the
approximation. In particular, Blind CID returns an answer in 5.6ms and 7.5ms on each
10,000 drone test, respectively, and the GGA requires 8s and 36s to come that close on the
same drone network sizes.
The Blind Genetic Algorithm (BGA) is negligibly better (1-2% less than the maximum
slowdown possible) than random deployments as far as utility and preventing system slow-
down are concerned when used by itself in all four of the test configurations shown in
Figures V.4, V.6, V.7, and V.8.
The Guided Genetic Algorithm (GGA) shown in Algorithm 4 performs much better
than the BGA. By infusing degree information into the choice mechanism for mutation
candidate selection, the system slowdown experienced is roughly 50% of the results of the
BGA in the first experiment (one perfect solution with no noise in the network). In the two,
three, and four drone configurations of the second experiment, the BGA managed a worst
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Figure V.5: Runtime Required Under the Second Experiment
case system slowdown of 120%, 140%, and 150%, respectively, compared to the 180%
slowdown produced by GGA in each of these tests.
We also included four implementations of guided genetic algorithms that began their
mutations with candidates produced by the CID heuristic and the Blind CID heuristic.
These implementation are labeled CID-BGA, CID-GGA, BCID-BGA, and BCID-GGA in
each of the figures. Each CID heuristic seeded implementation has the best configuration
to begin with, so the solutions cannot be improved.
More interesting results come from the BCID-BGA and BCID-GGA implementations.
In the first experiment (where only 1 excellent configuration is available), both of these
manage to augment the Blind CID heuristic, but BCID-GGA decreases the system slow-
down dramatically—from 200% to 447% improvement in the Blind CID heuristic-produced
candidate when an improvement is possible.
The second experiment sees a flip-flop in this relationship. The BCID heuristic can-
didate performs well when many OK solutions are available, as is the case in the noisy
experiments. The Guided GA focuses on mutating chromosomes with high degrees in the
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Figure V.6: System Slowdown with 2 Specialized Drones in a Noisy Environment
user-provided workflow (80% of the time), but with BCID seeding the candidates with the
same focus, we may waste some time, as shown in the results. This wasted work is quite
expensive given the time constraints available to approximate a solution (GGA is only al-
lowed to perform maximum of 500 mutations, while the unguided BGA can perform up to
2,000 in the same time frame).
Both BCID-BGA and BCID-GGA eventually converge to similar system slowdowns,
but the unguided option makes more impactful mutations at lower sizes. This result occurs
because BGA has many more chances for high impact with 2,000 mutations. As the size
of the deployment increases, the BGA has less coverage and the quality of the overall
improvement decreases to the same level as GGA’s 500 mutations with a preference on
high-degreed processes in the workflow.
These results suggest potential future enhancements for the guided genetic algorithms
or potential replacements. If BCID and CID heuristics produce excellent candidates for
local searches, we can modify the GGA to use incoming degree information rather than
just outgoing degree information to make mutation candidate choices. This result may
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Figure V.7: System Slowdown with 3 Specialized Drones in a Noisy Environment
also motivate a backtracking solution that takes BCID and CID candidates as seeds to start
from—especially if we can assume a fully-informed drone network.
The final analysis we make from the data concerns the latency preparation phase defined
in Algorithm 1. Figure V.9 shows the results for having each drone run a prepare operation.
When a drone must run one of the algorithms discussed in this paper the preparation only
takes between 10us on a 1,000 drone solution and 100us for a 10,000 drone solution if it
only has to sort and aggregate its own latency information. A drone takes between 10ms for
a 1,000 drone solution and 1.5s for a 10,000 drone solution if it must perform preparation
for all latencies according to the degrees of the deployment.
V.5 Related Work
This section compares related work on deployment problems based on (1) constraint
satisfaction problem solving, (2) genetic algorithms, and (3) heuristics with MADARA.
Constraint satisfaction problem solving. Haldik et. al. [36] presents a constraint pro-
gramming technique to solve static allocation problems in real-time tasks. Cucu-Grosjean
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Figure V.8: System Slowdown with 4 Specialized Drones in a Noisy Environment
et. al. [13] proposes two approaches to addressing real-time periodic scheduling on hetero-
geneous platforms (a CSP problem). The first method requires an encoding of the problem
into a basic format that is then passed into state-of-the-art CSP solvers. The other approach
encodes problems in an optimized way to obtain solutions faster. Despite being faster than
traditional CSP solvers, both techniques take dozens to hundreds of seconds to solve even
small number of constraints, which does not meet the requirements of our motivating DRE
application in Section V.1 that exhibits thousands of constraints defined on the deployment
between the collection drone and its group.
White et. al. [88] scale a CSP solver to work with 5,000 features in a software product
line. The time required for doing this activity ranged from 50 seconds in an incomplete
bounded worst case to 170 seconds to find an optimal configuration. In contrast, our moti-
vating DRE application in Section V.1 requires runtime solutions within milliseconds or at
most seconds. Section V.2 presents techniques provided by MADARA that can meet these
time constraints.
Genetic algorithms. Whereas CSP solving typically involves backtracking through
potential matches, genetic algorithms are a type of local search that tries to approximate
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an optimal match through mutations, fitness functions, and crossbreeding best candidates
according to the fitness criteria. Heward et. al. [33] recently used genetic algorithms to op-
timize configurations of monitors in a web services application. This method is unsuitable
for our motivating DRE application, however, since it requires roughly an hour to compute
an approximated good configuration.
Wieczorek et. al. [89] use a genetic algorithm to schedule scientific workflows in Grid
environments, but their mutation-based scheme similarly required at least hundreds of sec-
onds (some of their tests showed requirements of tens of thousands of seconds—several
hours). Other implementers have used combinations of genetic algorithms and neural net-
works [41] and even knowledge and reasoning [39] to converge to optimal solutions. These
approaches concentrate on offline or human-interactive solutions, however, and thus are not
suitable for DRE application problem solving because they require many minutes or hours
to approximate a solution.
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Though these results appear to discount genetic algorithms as solution possibilities,
recent publications [15, 40, 64] and our on experience with the MADARA guided genetic
algorithms (via heuristics) described in Section V.2, indicates that this approach has merit.
Heuristics. Heuristics approximate good solutions and often serve as guides for lo-
cal search techniques, such as genetic algorithms, simulated annealing, or backtracking
and depth-first searches. Some researchers use these heuristics to directly approximate
scheduling [33] in grids and workflow solutions [12] for real-time solutions. The latter is
of interest to us since the heuristic approximates a constraint problem involving a set of
workflows within milliseconds. The solution [12], however, was demonstrated on only five
hosts and not thousands, so it is not readily apparent how to migrate our motivating DRE
application to the heuristic defined in either of these papers.
The heuristic-based anytime A* search [31] is similar to our MADARA approach to
genetic algorithms for the motivating DRE application. In particular, both solutions may
be stopped at any time and a solution is presented to the user (though it may not be optimal).
The MADARA heuristics offered in this paper can be used with an A* search, which is the
focus of future work.
In summary, we are unaware of any deployment frameworks, other than MADARA,
that approximate this kind of problem in enterprise DRE systems within the time constraints
required from the motivating DRE application.
V.6 Future Work
The redeployment infrastructure and heuristic-based approaches described in earlier
sections do not solve all redeployment problems in distributed real-time and embedded
systems. In this section, we discuss unresolved challenges in redeployment infrastructure.
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V.6.1 Side Effects
The MADARA redeployment infrastructure assumes that all applications have no side
effects. Side effects are modifications to host or participant state that are local to the par-
ticipant. Examples of side effects include databases, files, and shared memory segments.
For continuously-online applications, like those found in most sensor environments,
side effect redeployment is often not a problem because new data is being regenerated
constantly and the transfer of these artifacts may be counterproductive. However, many
other applications do require side effects and consequently, they will require transfer of
state between the old and new participant instances within a redeployment.
From our perspective, developers should be aware of two major issues with side effect
migration. First, if the state is absolutely vital to the operation of the participant and the
network, then the new participant must stay offline until its redeployment is successful,
and the old participant should remain online until the new participant is ready (i.e., it has
received all side effects and is not blocking on the availability of other required new par-
ticipants). Second, consistency will always be a problem unless the system is completely
halted when a redeployment is detected and the underlying infrastructure is allowed to syn-
chronize between the old participants and their new instances. If a redeployment is agreed
upon by the participants in the network, and state is initially transferred to the new instances
of participants at time 0, the old participant and the new participant will be consistent in
state as long as the old participant refuses new information or state changes. If the old par-
ticipant continues to perform operations and makes major modifications through continued
transactions, the state of the old participant at time 10, for example, will be different from
the new participant who is still operating under the state at time 0 and waiting for its own
dependencies.
Professional-grade redeployment infrastructure should provide users with management
options for side effects per participant, so real-time system developers can customize the
redeployment to their database, file, and other state information concerns.
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V.6.2 Custom Constraints
The subgraph isomorphic problem is a useful one to target for redeployment, but it
does not solve all redeployment criteria. Ideally, a redeployment infrastructure should sup-
port custom constraints and advanced constraint satisfaction scenarios. For instance, a
deployment may require not only optimal latencies between certain participants, but cer-
tain participants may require more memory or CPU power than others, especially ones that
must service requests from all participants. For this reason, the heuristic-based approaches
that we developed as part of this dissertation should ideally be augmented with a fast, tar-
geted constraint engine for meeting the types of deployment constraints required of most
real-world applications.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this dissertation we have outlined DRE research challenges in three areas: 1) mon-
itoring and responding to environments in continuous, real-time systems, 2) real-time ap-
plication deployment and execution, and 3) emergent redeployment of real-time systems.
The challenges in the area of monitoring and responding to environments resulted in
the creation of a real-time knowledge and reasoning engine for DRE systems called the
MADARA Knowledge and Reasoning Language Engine (KaRL) that disseminates knowl-
edge over a publish-subscribe transport with a proven track record of scaling well in DRE
systems. The engine works on Windows and Linux operating systems, evaluates knowl-
edge rules an order of magnitude faster than competing reasoning engines and provides
diverse engine mechanisms for blocking and non-blocking evaluations.
The challenges in real-time application deployment and execution resulted in the cre-
ation of a deployment and testing engine called the MADARA KaRL-Automated Testing
Suite (KATS) which is built on ACE and KaRL. KATS provides a robust, flexible process
lifecycle for distribution coordination and sequencing of processes across the DRE system.
KATS features fine-grained controls over execution, low latency, and portability across
heterogeneous operating system and network architectures.
The challenges in emergent redeployment of enterprise DRE systems resulted in the
development of three heuristics-based approaches. The Comparison-based Iteration by
Degree (CID) heuristic uses the connectivity information from a user-provided dataflow to
approximate an optimal redeployment using O(N2) memory and is very effective at opti-
mizing dataflows that describe broadcasts, aggregators, or centralized networks. The Blind
CID heuristic uses only O(N) memory to approximate an optimal redeployment but is less
informed than CID. Still, it is useful when less memory usage is desired, and it may result
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in better approximations of hierarchical and highly interconnected networks. The other
heuristic-based approach is a degree-informed genetic algorithm that mutates a solution
based on degree information in a user-provided dataflow for a specified amount of time.
To facilitate these redeployment approximation approaches, we developed a framework
for latency collection, aggregation, and summation and incorporated it into the MADARA
network transport. The heuristic-based algorithms were incorporated along with a voting
system based on a group-wide global minimum. Together, these mechanisms and tech-
niques take a user-defined dataflow, collect latencies from the network, and redeploy the
distributed application once a performance threshold is met.
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